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1
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our ttaiLlfitair_

George Hart Ladies Golf
Tourney Set For June 2

Medical Assistants
Meeting Planned

utirrayr_ph4hursday Afternoon, May 13, 1971

Riviera To
Hold Open
House Here

10* Per Copy

VoL LXXXXII No. 1-13

Murray Squad Rescues
2 Women From
Island
Storm Isolates Two On

The American Association of
Medical Assistants, Kentucky
ieneral
chairman,
More than 100 ladies from the
assisted by Association, will hold their ninth
four-stet.! area of West Kentucky ,drs. Carol Hibbard, the golf annual convention at the Ramada
are expected to participate in the :hairman, and Mrs. Jackie Inn, Madisonville, on May 14, 15
Ith annual George Hart Ladies Ransom, publicity, as well as a and 16. The theme of the Con- Riviera Courts, Murray's new
Invitational golf tournament at arge number of the ladies of the vention this year is "To A modern mobile home park
he Calloway Country Club in aub.
Greater Horizon."
"conveniently located on north U
Wurray, June 2.
Many doctors from different S. 641 near the new Murray State.
The $7 entry fee covers the
Invitations have been sent to
entire day's activities, which sections of the state will be University athletic complex now
Motorcycle Trailer Is
he ladies of 32 clubs in the area,
a social hour,lunch and a speaking on their various under construction, will have as
include
Ind one of the largest fields in the
the
and
the
tour
of
weekendspecializations
this
Opening
Grand
models
featuring
show,
fashion
Reported Stojen Here
rief history of the 18-hole, medal
from The Place, Mademoiselle Troyer Clinic will be a highlight May 15, 16 and 17.
)lay event is expected.
Marie
are
"All residents of the area
Porter Hutchens of the M.& H.
Shop and Littleton's, as well as of the meeting. Mrs.
Mrs. Norma Frank is the
Young, Indianapolis, Indiana, extended a cordial invitation to
Cycle Shop, Coldwater Road,
the Roll tournament.
A
mistrial
was
declared
by
National President of the AAMA, view this mobile home comreported the theft of a motorcycle
Scarborough's car and her boat
Judge James M. Lassiter in a
The deadline for entries is *1 be a guest.
munity that offers a private
trailer on Tuesday at four pinto Mrs. Inez Scarborough and missing.
case
in
the
Calloway
County
are
safe
at
Edith
Hutchens
Mrs.
24.
Monday, May
assistants world of luxury for all ages-from
medical
All
the Murray Police Department.
Scarborough went back to New
Anyone wishing to participate throughout the Commonwealth young married couples to senior Circuit Court on Wednesday, Hutchens said the trailer was a their homes today after spending
according
to
records
of
the court. Paris Line brand, white, with leaf almost twleve hours marooned on Concord and called the Rescue S.
should contact either Mrs. are welcome and are urged to citizens, the management said
Judge Lassiter declared a
a island in the Cypress Creek Squad and the search was started
Hibbard, 1227 Dogwood West attend. Registration begins at today.
springs and tail' lights.
for the two women. The rescue
mistrial
in
the
case
of
Alice
Walls
section
of Kentucky Lake.
(753-5598) or Mrs. Ransom, 1707 8:00 a.m. Saturday May 15.
The first unit of its kind built in
The two women were rescued boat with squad members and
Johnson ( 753-3058), before that
F.H.A. vs. Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Kentucky
under
of Paducah due to a technicality
by members of the Calloway Scarborough patrolled
late.
specifications, Riviera Courts is
while
the
case
was
being
heard
on
Rescue Squad about 11:30 last throughout the area in the rough
The top six winners in each of
the largest and most modern
Wedqesday.
night after having been there waters of the Lake in places that
six flights will receive silver
mobile park in the tri-state area,
No session of court was held
since
about 12:30 p.m. yesterday. Scarborough knew they fished in
swards
valued
at
several
hun37.
owners
say.
Constructed
on
a
Our good friend James B. Curd
A Youth Revival will be held at Mrs. Scarborough and Mrs. often.
jury
today,
but
the
petit
will
dollars,
Mrs.
Hibbard
lreds
of
acre tract north of Murray just report to the court on Friday, the Oak Grove Cumberland
writes that he is 89 years old, as
Hutchens arrived at Patterson's Mrs. Scarborough said they
beyond the city limits, Riviera
of last Friday. He was born on said, with the championship
May 14, at nine a.m.,accordina to Presbyterian Church Friday and Landing on Cypress Creek about could see the car lights and the Flight
winner
also
receiving
the
Courts
has
a
capacity
of
262
units.
May 7, 1882 on Sunday.
survey is being conducted by
the office of Circuit Court Clerk Saturday nights, May 14, and 15. noon Wednesday. They went out activity where their car was
:coveted traveling trophy, A
Mike Wall of Bethel College, in Mrs. Scarborough's boat into parked, but, thought it was
Kentucky in an at- During the three-day Grand James Blalock,
State
of
the
presented by Mrs. Lockie Hart,
McKenzie, Tenn. will be the the deep water and had just thieves, probably dripping their
ex- Opening, model mobile home
programs
for
to
plan
tempt
Says be remembers the first bank Murray, in memory of her ceptional children from birth to units will be on display and open
speaker. Special music will be anchored one end of the boat car and the other four campers
In Murray. It was located where husband, the late George Hart, a 21 years of age,according to Fred for inspection by everyone.
Twin Lakes Coon
provided both nightswhen they saw a funnel cloud. parked in the area.
civic
leader
and
for
prominent
Three television sets will be
Mr. Brausa's harness shop used
Bro. James E.Garrett, Pastor, Mrs. Scarborough said they As the rescue boat got near a
chairman
of
the
Schultz,
to be. There were no hospitals at several years president of the Calloway County Survey com- awarded as door prizes on the Club To Have Buddy
and the congregation extends a pulled into the anchor and went rocky area, they started to turn
final day of the Grand Opening.
that time, he says, but plenty of Sank of Murray.
welcome to the public to attend. as fast as possible to a small back, but were alerted by the
mittee.
Players
will
be
flighted
at
the
There's no obligation-just drop Hunt Saturday
doctors in and around Murray
The Church is located 644 miles island about thirty yards from flash light being turned off and on
include
said
this
would
Schultz
would come to the homes to end of the first nine holes of play, any person under 21 years of age by and register. Winners will be
north of Penny on the Calloway- where they had anchored.
by the women. Mrs. Scarborough
perform surgery and medical Mrs. Hibbard said, with play who has any of the following notified. There will be cold drinks The Twin Lakes Coon Club will Marshall County line.
said she scanned the white boat
Scarborough
said
they
Mrs.
at
9
a.m.
starting
care. The dentist would also
problems: Blind or partially and favors for the youngsters. have its buddy hunt on Saturday,
just ran the boat into the bushes with the flash light and the
come to the home,pull teeth and The three previous cham- sighted, deaf or hard of hearing, With the popularity of mobile 'May 15, at 7:30 p.m.
NEW
PROVIDENCE
CLUB
and willow trees, jumped out of rescuers realized it was the two
replace them "with a new set of pionship flight winners are:
physically handicapped, celebral homes increasing by leaps and
The New Providence Riding the boat, and both grabbed a women.
Mrs.
Jane
Ann
Nall,
Mayfield
bounds, the owners and Cast winners will receive
choppers".
Mrs. Scarborough has been
Club will meet tonight (Thur- walnut tree, the only tree on the
(1968); Mrs. Mary Anderson, palsied, any child who has been management of Riviera Courts
trophies or dog food, a club sday) at seven p.m. at the riding Island;
example
a
slow
to
mature-for
fishing
and operating her own
passed
over
as
the
storm
Metropolis(1969),and Mrs. Mary
child who has been slow to walk, believe the new mobile home ,spokesman said. All hunters are pen to make plans for the spring the island. She said this morning boat and motor for ten years. She
Jane
Harris,
Paducah,
the
park
will
help
alleviate
"tight
Life moved with a slower pace
Invited to attend
slow to talk, slow to get along
horse show: ,
they felt the wind was going to told the Ledger 81 Times this
housing" both for students at
then and everything did not have defending champion.
others,
or
shows
signs
of
with
morning that she was thankful
take them away any second.
Murray State University and
to be done in the next five In addition, the Dorothy learning disability.
for their safe return and excitizens
of
Murray
as
well.
minutes. Thanks Mr. Curd, Holland Team Trophy, donated
Children presently enrolled in
After the worst of the storm pressed appreciation to the
by Al Lindsey, Murray, in
always glad to hear from you. memory of his aunt, who was an the Calloway County Schools, the Riviera Courts will be under
was over, the women tied the members of the Rescue Squad
the
full-time
resident
boat to the tree and they sat there and all those who assisted in any
active member of the club before University School, and Murray management of James and
City
Schools,
the
kindergartens,
to wait for rescuers or until the way.
Fellow asked us the other day if her death lit early 1970, will be and nursey schools are being Beverly
Green,
former
calmed down so they could
A University spokesman today tides on physical education and waves
we thought * would ever quit
(Continued on Page Eight)
reported for this survey through lLayfieldienti
return
to shore. litre. 0e etics.
e
ltisenio
of
Mneriflist
a
raining. We told him yes, it
The new mobile home park will .released
these agencies.
said there was about two
borough
Anyone,"
a
—"Don't
Blame
appears in a new
always had.
Schultz said any person having also have a full-time maim,' whose .,.writing
Rogers. He feet of water on the island, and
Mr.
story
by
short
HOMECOMING
Second
tenance
man-James Moody, boot enutied
Summer'
The homecoming at the a child or knowing of a child not ready to serve residents at all, The local writers are: lives on Dogwood Dr. with his they stayed throughout the time
enrolled
in
the
above
jackets on them.
Martin's
Chapel
United
Marilynn Forrest, Ann Griffin, wife, Jane, who also attended the with their life
Frustration is about as eroding
times.
organizations
who
would
classify
water was warm
said
the
'They
poems,
workshop.
Her
Methodist Church has been
anything we know of.
Riviera Courts offers the Lodae B. Hart, Anne Frances
changed to the fourth Sunday in according to the listing above, to following features:
R. "Springtime in the Purchase," but the rain was cold.
Layman,
Don
Gil
Jones,
" "Observation,"
May on May 23, instead of the call 7534622 or 753-3193 on
Rogers, Jane Rogers, Sharon "V ietnam,
The women were first reported
spring concerts by the
usual
time on the third Sunday in Friday, May 14, between the
Stubblefield and Ed Walston. "Michelle," and "Second missing when Mr. and Mrs. Two
Beginning Sunday it will cost
hours
of
ten
a.m.
and
two
p.m.
Purchase Area Youth Symphony
appear
in
the
also
Summer,"
last
completed
their
work
They
eight cents to mail a regular May.
--Wide, well-lighted, full
Harold Ezell returned home from Orchestra-at Murray Sunday,
suciuner while enrolled in the book.
letter. It will cost as much to mail
paved streets.
their cabin on the lake yesterday May 16, and at Paducah Monday,
Mrs.
short
story
by
—"Doc,"
a
Creative
Writing
Jesse Stuart
a letter to South Fifth street as it
-Private paved driveways.
afternoon and found Mrs. Hut- May 17-will conclude the third
does to California.
-Garbage and trash collection Workshop at Murray State Stubblefield. A young housewife chen's car still at the Scar- season for the 43-member group
and mother, she is a graduate of
-City water.and sewer service University.
borough residence next door to of junior high and senior high
entries in Second Murray State University.
Their
-On site mail delivery.
their home. Ezell notified Dick students.
House,"
"Wash—"Tree
"The vocationally trained person
-Private metal, utility ,storage summer are:
Scarborough who went to Patis scheduled
-"Anecdote" and "Profile of a board," "I Wear Black," terson's Landing and found Mrs. The first concert
during his working life will Visitors from nearby com- sonnet will be
for 3 p.m. in the University
on hand to meet buildings.
"Liberation,"
"A
Trooper
of
the
by
Mrs.
Workshop,"
-articles
realize a return of from 835,000 to munities will get an opportunity visitors,
School auditorium at Murray
conduct tours, and
'
$40,000 for every $1,000 invested to tour Hillman Ferry and Piney
As for recreation, Riviera Forrest, who holds degrees from 7th," "The Other Ha1t14
University, while the
State
answer
questions
about
"Meanders,"
and
"Driving
in
Northwestern and Murray State
in his vocational education". . . . Campgrounds and other facilities operations.
Courts offers:
second will be at 7:30 p.m. in the
Fog," poems by Mr. Walston.
Universities.
Bulletin of the North Dakota In TVA's Land Between the
Paducah Tilghman auditorium.
—"I Can, I Will," an article by Another of his poems, "ImSchool Boards Association.
Lakes during an open house Hillman Ferry, located along -Heated swimming pool with
No admission will be charged to
was
accepted
portant
Things,"
Ann Griffin, a Florida State
scheduled this Sunday, May la, the Pisgah Bay on Kentucky sundeck.
either concert.
Verdure
for publication by
previously
a
University
coed
and
areas
—Barbecue and picnic
from 2to 6 pm.The open house is Lake about three miles south of
Music students from seven
member of the National Honor magazine.
A Scotsman asked the bank for a In connection with the Valley Barkley
Canal, is the largest of completely surrounded by Society in high school.
cities in the area-Murray;
Second
Summer,
the
book
loan of a dollar and was told he'd Mobilization Week, May 16-22, the campgrounds in
Paducah; Mayfield; Lone Oak;
Land Bet- children's playground.
—"A Profile of Naomi Deane which contains the writings
have to pay four per cent interest sponsored by the Tennessee ween the Lakes
Reidland; Paris, Term.; and
with 310 tent and -Free central television an Stuart," an article, and poems mentioned, may be obtained by
at the end of the year. For River Valley Association and the trailer sites. Piney,
tenria
cable.
Martin, Tenn.-make up the
also on
County's
State
writing
the
Murray
'Calloway
of
Via
One
"Communication
entitled,
security, he offered $60,000 in U. Tennessee
Public
Power Kentucky Lake, has 200 tent and
group.
Neale 13-,-Mason, associate
Grogan,
University
Bookstore.
Bob
residents,
oldest
Tides," "A Lake-Side Ren
S. bonds. The bank accepted the Association- in honor of TVA's trailer sites and is
located ap- Large,spacious lots( minimtur dezvous,"and "Suspense," all by The third Jesse Stuart Creative died this morning at 9:40 at the professor of music at Murray
bonds and gave the man the 38th anniversary on May 18.
proximately 3 miles north of U. S. 4,050 square ft.)
Writing Workshop will be held Convalescent Division of the State is the conductor, and
dollar.
Sunday's open house is a timely Highway 79 and the Scott Fit- For a close look residents of the Mrs. Hart, former editor of the
this
summer from June 28-July Murray -Calloway County Leonard Whitmer, also a
At the end of the year the response to the many requests zhugh Bridge In.. Tennessee. area are invited to visit Riviera Ledger di Times.
member of the faculty at the
16.
Hospital.
Scotsman was back with a dollar that TVA receives to see the Rushing Creek Campground, Courts this weekend during the
—"A Fascinating Flower,"
manager.
Mr.Grogan was 96 years of age university, is the
and four cents to clear up his debt family campgrouns in Land which will open May 26, will be, big Grand Opening, Saturda) article by Mrs. Jones who
Both concerts will include
the
farmer
of
retired
was
a
and
Reidland.
and -asked for the return of his Between the Lakes which are open from 10 am. to 5 p.m. foe- through Monday.
taught at
Corelli,
east side of Calloway County. He "Adagio and Allegro" by
—"It May be the Last Time,"
bonds. Upon returning them the usually closed to the casual those who would like to drive
Paradise
was preceded in death by his "The Walk to the
an article by Mr. Layman
banker remarked, "I don't want visitor. The family campgrounds through the campground and use
"Hungarian
Wife, Flora, on November 21, Garden" by Delius,
has also written numerous an
to be inquisitive, but since you are normally operated much like the picnicking facilities at Jones
AAUW BREAKFAST
Dance" from Tschaikpwsky's
married
were
They
1968.
have all those bonds, why did you a motel, and only registered Creek Day-Use and Group The Murray Branch of the
"Swan Lake Suite," and "An
December 29, 1898.
have to borrow a daarl"
ampers and their invited guests Camping Area. Tour guides will Association of University Women
The county man was born in Outdoor Overture" by Aaron
"Well," said the Scot, "do you are allowed to use the facilities. not be available at Ruining will have its final meeting of the
this county on September 16, 1874, Copeland. Will Stice of North
know of any other way I could get Land Between the Lakes per- Creek.
year with a breakfast at the
and his parents were the late Marshall High School will also be
the use of a safety deposit box for
apartment of Mrs. Inez Claxton,
the
by
indicted
List,
Thomas Richard Grogan and featured on the program playing
Kenneth
four cents a year?"
Youth Station Open
Ordway Hall Dormitory, Murray
Jury,
Adeline Stubblefield the classical guitar in 1 fiveGrand
Calloway
Frances
A
gospel
singing
will
be
held
February
State University, on Saturday,
Federal
The Youth Station, located May 15,at 8:30 a.m. All
the
by
was a member of the movement suite by the 18th •
this
apprehended
Grogan.
He
Saturday night, May 15, at was
members
along the Lake Barkley shoreline are urged to
in
Investigation
the Murray High School Bureau of
New Concord Church of Christ. century composer, Dowland.
attend.
Organized in 1969, the PAYSO
in the Conservation Education
auditorium. The singing is Harntramick, Mich., on Monday, He is survived by three
Center, will also be open to the
sponsored by the Pentecostal and is being held in the Wayne daughters, Mrs. M. 0. (Lillie) group was created became of
FESTIVAL PLANNED
stringed inMichael Joe Farley, son of Mr. public from 2 to 6 p.m. Sunday.
Churches of God of this area. County, Michigan, jail for Wrather and Mrs. Burton waning interest in
the Calloway County officials, ac- tRerline Young, both of Murray, strument study and the lack of
be
Featured
will
Occasional rain and chance of and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley of This unique educational facility
A women's cultural festival will
of
Southlanders Quartet of Hen- cording to County Detective Dale and Mrs. Leon (Rubene)Smith of opportunity for students
thundershowers eastern half of Murray Route Five, has enlisted provides opportunities for
at Murray State Wed- derson,
parbe
held
instruments
to
stringed
enlistment
Force.
His
In
Mr
the
Steele.
-students
and
teachers
Clyde
to
learn
Sheriff
sons,
Leon,
State
and
four
Spann
Atlanta, Ga,;
Kentucky ending early tonight.
Ky., the Volunteer
more about their environment nesday, May 19. The festival is Quartet of Savannah, Tenn., and
Melvin, and Cleo Grogan, all of ticipate in group situations.
The weather will becooler today will be for four years.
Woman
sponsored
by
the
for
Most of the string music
indicted
Tuesday
through outdoor study. Hundreds
the Melody Notes Trio of Murray. List had been
Murray,and Bobby R. Grogan of
and tonight with little change in Farley left by plane
For -further -Admission will be $1 for adults, dwelling house breaking, store Frankfort; one sister, Mrs. students in the orchestra are
Alliance
Center.
Louisville.
to
Paducah
to
go
from
of
classroom
groups
from
temperatures Friday. Clearing
information call 767-2813.
$50 for children under 12 and house breaking, and grand Eunice Gruggs of Murray Route from Murray and Paducah,
western section today and over He will • be taking his basic surrounding communities and
laceny by the Calloway Grand Five; sister-in-law, Mrs. George where programs have been in
CAR WASH
children under six, free.
east portion tonight. Highs this training at Lackland Air Force states have used the Youth
Base,
Texas,
Station
facilities
in
the
Jury. Warrants for his arrest had Grogan of Murray; ten grand- effect for several years.
past
five
will
go
singing
the
Proceeds of
afternoon and Friday in the Ws,
a
1970
man
is
Calloway
The
sent out to all points by local children; ten great grandyears.
been
Facilities
include
dorA
car
wash
the
will be held at
Lows tonight mostly in the 40s.
toward improvement on the
graduate of Calloway County mitories, a cafeteria and 641 'super Shell Station, across district camp grounds at,Paris, officials.
children; several nieces and
FRIENDSHIP NIGHT
High School and has been em- assembly building, a resource from Jerry's Restaurant, on Tenn. The singing will be held Detective Spann was alerted nephews.
his
Murray
until
ployed
in
materials
building,
and
eight
Saturday,
May 15, from
from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. and a Sunday morning by an unlmor Funeral services will' be held
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
educational stations throughout am. to five p.m. The price for country ham will be given as a caller as to the whereabouts of Friday at three p.m.at the chapel Order of the Eastern Star
Mostly fair Saturday through enlistment.
will
the Conservation Education cleanup and wash of the car will door prize.
Monday.
WarTing
trend
List. Spann notified the FBI in of the J. H. Churchill Funeral have
Friendship Night on
Center.
be
$1.50.
beginning Sunday afternoon.
FREE KITTEN
Paducah and he was picked'up Home with Hollis Miller and John Saturd*, May 15, at 7:30 pm. A
-7
"MEE PUPPIES
Lows Saturday in the 40s and
Dale officiating.
in% the officials on Monday.
potluck supper will be served and
SAME NAME
Sunda) and Monday mostly in the
Interrard will be ih the Murray all members are,urged to 'Rend.
A kitten, eight weeks old, Empire Farm, Center Station,
teeeks
PUPPiekail
Beagle
uppia.
andother pubilconefigilings
Ls-free
11.(Vt.ilLk:MiLeesnaterrafttrthinarnregpirfahlti kn niiIon is also extended to
day.
-411a-GWIRegero-iiiiitied
mu, are free-15',Mans-far pets: .Lea* OttiVials_
60s and low 70s rising to thettpper for a pet. For informatiOn call be open as usual during the open Sheriff's Sale is nat. btiUc
action an extradition of List to by'the J. H,. lurchill Funeral membera of tithes(a.Ers.ehapters
•
.71k and low 80s Monday.
house.
MloWay County. •
where friends may call.
75341823.
who wish to attend
Rogers of Lyrm Grove.
after 3:30 p.m

Trial Stopped
By The Judge

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Island-lit Cypress- Creek

Oak Grove Revival
Planned, Weekend

Survey Conducted
To Plan Programs
For Exceptional

Writings Of Murray People
Featured In 'Second Summer'

Area Youth
Symphony Sets
Concert Dates

Open House To Be Held
In LBL Sunday, May 16

Bob Grogan
Dies Today
At Age 96

Gospel Singing
To Be Saturday

The Weather

Man Arrested
In Connection
With Breakins

Farley Enlists
In Air Force

art
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Charles McNeely
Receives 40-Year
AEC Service Award
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is

Charles R. McNeely, son of
the late Mr. and Mn. James A.
McNeely of the Farmington
community, has received the
Atomic Energy Commission's
• 40-Year Length of Service
Award

the Integrity ne its Newspaper

Ten Years Ago Today

44

111 TIKR8 111.11

Miss Margie Sue Winchester, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Winchester and senior at Calloway County High School, and Kelly
Elliot Bennett, son of Mrs. Helen Bennett and senior at Murray
High School, were awarded scholarships by the Murray
Rotary
Club.
S. V. Foy, county agent, said Kentucky's unusual spring wet
weather has caused a "critical" situation m regard to turning
under mall grain crops grown on land to be put into the 1961
tobacco crop.
Pfc. William N. McLemore has returned to Fort Riley,
Kansas,
after a visit with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.0. C. McLemore.
He
will then go to Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, for the summer.
Flatt and Scruggs and The Foggy Mountain Boys will appear at
the New Concord School on May 16.

di

"HOW TO FRAME A F1GG"
Ordered out of city hall, Don Knotts dresses In the disguise of a
woman, and with the help of Frank Welker (right), apprehends
Eddie Quillen, one of a crooked band of politicians who try to
frame Knolls in Universal's hilarious Technicolor comedy,"How
Frame A Figg." Co-stars are Joe Flyn,To
Elaine Joyce, Edward Andrews and Yvonne Craig. Showing Wednesday Thrt
A native of Farmington, he is
Tuesday May 19 at Salem Cinema I.
a graduate of Farmington High
School and received a BBA
degree from the University of
New Mexico.
Mr. and Mn. McNeely, who.
live at 8308 Delaware NE in
Albuquerque, have three
children: Charles C., who is a
sophomore at the Universityof
New Mexico; James A., a mice
at Sandia High School, and
Mary Pat, a ninth grader at
Madison Junior High.
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Pfc. Joe Mason Knight related in a letter to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Knight of Murray, that he was wounded just below the
shoulder on the left side on April 28 in Korea.
A house at the corner of Maple and South ?rid Streets burned
yesterday. It was occupied by Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mau*, Bet
Lyons. and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crider.
Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary of the Calloway County
Chapter of the Red Cross, said Red Cross Home Nursing cartiftcates will be issued soon to eight women who have completed
the 12 hour course taught by Mrs. Lucille Ross.
The Calloway County Health Deapartment and the Calloway
County Medical Society have tested 1542 county school children
for diabetes. Six per cent showed traces of sugar in the urine and
were urged to be re-examined.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For this is my blood of the new testament, which is shed for
assay for the remission of else -Matthew 26:28.
Christ established a new agreement of eternal blessing with
those who accept His blood as the covering for their sins.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Women can stand pain better than men. The
reason, of couse, is that women are essentially selfconscious; they are always looking in a mirror, so to
speak, and any woman knowns she doesn't look so
good when her mouth opens to yell "ouch!"
"The thoughts of women ever hover around
their persons."
—Mary Wollstonecraft in "A Vindication
of the Rights of Women"

American Party's,
man likes Combs
The American Party's first candidate
for governor of Kentucky, William E.
Smith of Princeton, unhesitatingly predicts the nomination of Bert Combs by the
Democrats.

s

'NEM
He was first employed by the
U. S. Corps of Engineers from
1931 to 1943 in Kansas City,
Missouri, Ft. Peck, Montana,
and in Denison, Texas. He
served in the Navy from 1943
to 1945, when he joined the
Manhattan Engineer District
(predecessor to the AEC)in Los
Alamos, New Mexico.
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Medicines For
ically for the 'treatment of
Mental Illness
obesity since their effects inWhat kinds of drugs are used
for the different types of men- clude the reduction of appetite.
tal illness? A useful classifies'. They increase the desire for
activity usually and reduce falion has been prepared by the
tigue and are sometimes used
Psychopharmacology Research
in mental illness in cases of deBranch of the National Instipression.
tute of Mental Health.
The sedative drugs. with the
First, the scientists define
barbiturate, phenobarbital, an
these medicines as "those drugs
which have their main or prin- example, are a group of longused drugs. In mental illness,
cipal effect on mood, thought
they have been employed as
processes, or behavior.". They
helping agents, for calming
divide the drugs'into six major
purposes, particularly before
classes.
the tranquilizers came along.
Perhaps the best known menHypnotic drugs include the
tal illness drugs are the major
short-acting (as contrasted to
and minor tranquilizers, which
long and intermediate acting
became available in the 1950's.
barbiturates) sedative. type of
An example of the major tranquilizers is chlorpromazine: _drugs. suils as speobarbitol. a
short-acting barbiturate. They
Thest drugs are considered useare used in treatment of disful in treatment Of most severe
turbances of sleep.
disorders, such as the psychoses,
Through research, additional
including schizophrenia. They
drugs are being added; and
help decrease agitation, thought
lithium carbonate has recently
disorder, hallucinations, and decome into special use as a treatment of the manic episodes of
The mhior tranquilizers are
manic-depressive disease. Studalso referrecf•tp as antianxiety
ies are underway to determine
agents. An example of this
the full potentials and limitaclass is meprobamate. They are
tions of this promising agent.
used to alleviate anxiety withPsychological and physiologiout inducing drowsiness such as
cal dependence—and undesired,
sedative drugs cause.
harmful side effects—can occur
Antidepressant drugs came
with any of the drugs used
into wide use following the
against mental illness. This
tranquilizers: and an example
cannot be too strongly emphais imipramine. These agents
also he stressed
sized. It
" were found useful in treating
that none of the drues should
some cases of depression.
be taken without a doctor's preStimulant drugs, of which the
scription and under a careful,
amphetamines are an illustraplanned program okuse.
tion, are principally used med.
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The ecstasy of love's fulfillment
is their ultimate desire!
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Confidence In Government
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WINNER OF
ACADEMY
AWARDS
Inc. Best Picture
Walkv Matthias and Elaine May In a Marls. scene from
Paramount Pictures' "A New Leaf", now showing at the CINIPI
Theatre. The lively comedy concerns a cotdirmed bachelor wadia diminishing fortune, whose hut for money forces him into
moringe-toith an eeves4rie heirtes.

Bone show fever h
was the kick-off
Association. "Air C
tied 3rd in the Roa
horses.This is the 2
the race circuit aft
for a mile at the tr
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Alias tirnlifiA Jones
Bewilched
Room
DAugust
an for Granddade
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11,15 Ii VOW Life
Thief
Takes •a Thief
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Sports
OHM:
News;
Dick Casten

drowning 73 Indonesians.
•
The Almanac
In 1968 the United States and
By United Press International North Vietnam began preliminToday is Thursday, May 13, ary peace talks in Paris.
be 133rd day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
A thought for today: Ralph
atiase and last quarter.
Waldo Emerson said, "Nature
The morning stars are Venus, and books belong to the eyes
Vars, Jupiter and Mercury.
that see them."
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are PLANE CRASHES
and its foundations or
A Guatemalan DC3 airliner
under the sign of Taurus.
might control the committee'
British composer Sir Arthur with 35 persons aboard crashed
operations.
Sullivan was born May 13, 1842. into a hill Tuesday while trying
In reply to the charge, Barry On this day in history:
to make an emergency landing,
Bingham,
Jr.,
associat
In 1607 English colonists killing five persons and injuring
publisher of the newspaper landed near the James River in 18 others, aviation authorities
acknowledged the paper' Virginia to establish their first said today.
charitable foundation had ma
permanent residence in the Officials said the injured
mntributions to the non-profit New World. It was called included an American identified
fair campaign committee Jamestown.
as Charles Childress, homeHowever, he charged that'
in 1846 the United States town unknown. Four other
idea that the fair camps
declared war on Mexico.
Americans were on the flight.
practices committee can b
In 1956 a pleasure craft Their identities and • conditions
bought with a contribution of any capsized in the Java Sea, were not known.
size is unworthy and un•
consionable."
MATIEAU, MAY, CO-STAR In "A NEW LEAF"

LOUISVILLE, KY. (UPI) U. Gov. Wendell Ford Tuesday
night pledged that if elected
Governor,
he would restore
Kentuckians' confidence in their
"COMBS HAS the money and the oldline organization to win the nomination,"
government and establish a
reasons Smith. "About all Ford really has
closet- rapport between citizens
going for him Is the Jaycee vote.
and elected officials.
"As I see it, there'll be light turnouts
Addressing a meeting of the
In the primaries—not much interest, don't
Equipment Distributors of
you see?
Kentucky, Ford also promised to
"And the people Ford's counting on to
reorganize the executive branch
vote for him are people who don't want
of government, "to properly
jobs, and so they're not going to bother to
vote.
fulfill its responsibilities."
"Government has become too.
"BUT THE OUTS who want in on
big a business to continue this
Bert's coattails will be more apt to get the
topsy turvy growth without
lead out and go to the polls.
"So I expect to be running against
direction. As taxpayers, we can CUNARD SUES
Combs and Emberton in November."
no longer afford it," The
LONDON (UPI)-The Cunard
Ilemocratic Gubernatorial shipping line is suing for $48
Candidate said.
million the Glasgow shipyard
1 Earlier Tuesday, Ford's Which built the line's Queen
o a is ****** *•*******•
••**** *
campaign chairman, Sen. Walter Elizabeth II,
late
•
SEATS
7534333 •"Dee" Huddleston, charged that delivery, industryclaiming
•
sources said
;
SHOWS
49a Louisville newspaper (The today.
•
• zvv41,,,Nr
:Courier-Joi inal), which this In the suit, sources said,
(evict
4.4.111.111
('AU
•
a week endorsed Ford's opponent, Canard contends a three-monthet 7:00-9:00 Sat. & Sun
3304
:15
* Bert Combs, may have undue late delivery of the luxury liner
a 2:00 4:00 6:00 800 1000
2:15 3:45 5:15 6:45 6159:45 •influence on the Fair Campaign by the
Upper Clyde Shipbuil•
•Practices Committee.
a
ders, lost Cunard revenue,
when
• runaway harity
• Combs has asked the com- prestige and goodwill':
THE NAKED TRUTH AT LAST
mittee to investigate Ford's In Glasgow, a 'spokesman for
a campaign with reference to a the shipyard confirmed the
runs clown CAW HAS...
•Ford handbill charging that report and said if
Cunard
C-.
Combs supports three tax in- pressed its claim it probably
# creases for Kentucky.
would bankrupt the firm.
et Huddleston said he has learned
•
a that the owner of the newspaper,
MORE TOURISTS
41 Barry Bingham, Sr., is a major
Britain will have more
• financial contributor to the Fair eight million visitors' this than
year
• Campaign Practices Committee. if the rate of increase-gees
FOR ADULTS ORLY •
dh
X
i 10 Huddleston has written Samuel as in January. In that month
Executive Director of there Inge 178,00ft, arrinereau.
Archibald,ACIIICOOFIAT. 11:1$
%C,AAAILY FUN !
•**•
thai committee..inquiring as to of- 14-3,4,4 vor
•* te italr.11-*• 41-41.4419 10.41144+0-1/4
04SPW104 what exteiinge-Itighim family 1970.

• DON Kilorr'S

fi

#;14h* •41
‘

Mr. McNeely is Assistant
Manager for Administration at
the Commission's Albuquerque
(N.144 Operations Office, where
he has been employed since
1951.
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Winner
George C.
Scott as.
Patton
Once

ism

A

Nitel

Wednesetri'
. Minnesota 1 tioston
New York 3 Milwa
Chicago 5 Wash 0,
Chicago 9 Wash
Detroit 8 California
Oakland 8 Clevelan
Baltimore 6 Kans
Today's Probabl
New York (Pete
Milwaukee (Pattin
Oakland (Hunt
Kansas City (B
night.
Friday's Gi
Milwaukee at Cali
Oakland at Kansa
Chicago at Minnes
Detroit at Washing
Cleveland at New
Baltimore at Bost
National 1.4
East
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Pittsburgh
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St. Louis
12
Montreal
15
Chicago
Philadelphia
9
West
W.
San Francisco 25
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Los Angeles
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Atlanta
15
Houston
11
Cincinnati
10
San Diego
Wednesday's
Houston 5 New Yi
San Francisco 7 Ci
St. Louis at Mont
Chicago 9 Philade
San Dieg0 2 Pittst
Los Angeles 5 Atl
Today's Probab
(No games schei
Friday's C
New York at Pitt
San Diego at Chi
Philadelphia at At
Montreal at Cinchr
St. Louis at How
° Los Angeles at Sa
SCOUT QUITS
BOSTON (UPI
Young, the chit
ni
of
director
personnel, for
Bruins, quit W
become general n
California Golder
.HARRIS SIGNS
CLEVELAND (
Cleveland Cavalie
announced the sig
round-draft-chats
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Cubs Rip Phillies 9-4;
Giants Stop Cincinnat
By 30E CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
It must have seemed like
instant replay-to the Philadelphia Phils but it was just some
of that
Chicago lightning
striking again.
Ron Santo, Billy Williams and
Johnny
Callison, who
hit
htmers the previous night to
spark Chicago to victory, did it
again Wednesday night as the
Cubs ripped the Phillies 9-4.
Santo had a three-run shot in

the fourth to give Chicago a 3-0
lead and Callison followed with
a solo homer to make it 4-0.
Glenn Beckert's three-run double sparked a five-run burst in
the seventh and Williams
followed the hit with his 299th
career homer.,
It was the 20th loss in n
games this season for the Phils,
who now have the worst wonlost percentage in the National
League and are mired in last
place in the East.
Elsewhere in the NL, San

MSU Team rea ness
To Be
Underdog Draw
Held Today
In Meet

four decisions.
Francisco cruised past dadaDave Roberts pitched his first,,
nati 7-2, Los Angeles blanked
complete game of the year-:-a
Atlanta 5-0, San Diego downed
-hitter-and 011ie Brown
Pittsburgh 2-1, Houston edged four
one run and singled in
New York 5-4 and the St. Louis- scored
one as the Padres
deciding
the
Montreal game was rained out
Pittsburgh. Roberts gave
beat
Montreal game was rained out.
four singles and retired
In American League play, up only
12 batters in succession
last
the
Chicago swept Washington 5-0
Padres broke a fourthe'
as
and 9-5, Baltimore shut out
Pirate winning streak.
Kansas City 6-0, Oakland game
who entered the
whipped Cleveland 8-1, Minneso- Doug Rader.
batting less than 100, hit
game
ta edged Boston 1-A, New York
three-run homer off Tom
blanked Milwaukee 3-0 and a
the sixth inning to
Detroit tripped California 81. Seaver in
past- the Mets.
Houston
lift
Hal Lanier's bases bided
homer, his first, came
double highlighted a six-run Rader's
Roger Metzger and Joe
second Inning outburst that afte;
opened the inning with
Morgan
carried San Francisco past
and Seaver retired the
slumping
Cincinnati. Ron singles
two batters.
Bryant, supported by four next
Kranepool- and Ken
Ed
double plays, went the distance
hofor the victory, his third Boswell had back-to-back
mers in the eight to cut the.
against one loss.
Astros' lead to 54' but Fred
Johnny Bench homered for
Gladding stopped the Petits in
the fifth place Reds, who
the ninth to preserve Don
droptied their third straight to
Wilson's third victory of the •
San Francisco and slipped 12%
season.
games behind the first-place
Giants in the West.
Richie Allen and Jim 14want
vote for thefebvre hit home runs and Don *Property Value Administrator*
Sutton pitched a five-hitter for •
(Tax Commissioner) or do you
his first victory .of the season 'want the office abolished and*
as the Dodgers beat Atlanta. *someone appointed to assess*
Allen led off the second with his *your property taxes. Charles*
fourth home of the season and *0. Davis will fight to retain*
Lefebvre added a two-run shot in *your privelege to vote. Work:
the sixth. Willie Davis drove in *for and elect Charles 0. Davis.
the other two runs with a single in *as your next State Senator.
the third.
* Paid for by Charles 0.Davis *

By RAY AYRES
UPI Sports Writer
Vurray State's track team will
BALTIMORE, Md. (UPI)be a decided underdog to Western
They draw for post positiolis
Kentucky in the Ohio Valley
today for Saturday's running of
Conference track meet this
the $150,000 added Preakness
weekend at Cookeville, Tenn., but
but no one appeared
the Racers should win their share Stakes,
worried as thez were two
of first places.
weeks ago at Churchill Downs.
Tommie Turner, three times
Tlien, 21 colts were scheduled
and
440
the
both
in
champion
Hone show fever has struck again. linmheidt, Tem., May Oth
Fort Wirth Pat Steel Mow in January of this year where Air OVC
to run in the Kentucky Derby
220 dashes, will try for four and Churchill Downs officials
was the kick-off show for the Mid-South Horse Shows
Cadet tied in the money every time be was shown.
it Seems
Winners from Murray at the Newbern, Tenn., show included straight titles and
Association. "Air Cadet" owned and shown by Jack Blackwell
wondered how they would get
in the league them all underway and trainers
Jack Blackwell's Roadster pony, Little Bits and Talmadge unlikely that anyone
tied 3rd in the Roadster to Bike class in a large group of nice
will seriously challenge him. sweated, out the draw.
Tutt's White Pony, Mr.Can Do. Mr.Tutt's pony also made a fine
horses. This Is the 2ad show for Air Cadet, recently retired from
Turner, NCAA indoor champion
show in the harness pony division.
But only 11 horses were
the race circidt after winning $38,000 with a track time of 2:05
)of the 600-yard dash this year and expected to be entered for the
for a mile at the trot. Jack's first show with horse was at the
last
440
NCAA
runner-up in the
second of the Triple Crown
year, has a best 440 time of 46.2 classics and post positions w
this season and a best 220 of 21.4. not likely to play as vital a role "Sutton had dropped his first
His best 440 ever was 45.4 and his as they did in the Kentucky
220, 20.9.
Derby.
Turner also runs on the 440 and
Canonero II, the Kentucky
Murray,
for
teams
relay
mile
Derby winner, broke from post
'
American
EastLeague
Santa
of
native
old
34-year
the
excellent chances for position no. 12 in the rose run
By FRED DOWN Louis which stand
W. L Pct. GB
Clara, Cuba who is not noted Angeles 5 Atlanta 0. St.
conference wins. Other members and the outside horse in the
UPI Sports Writer
by
postponed
was
Montreal
at
19 1.655
Boston
of the 440 relay which has a best Preakness will be no. 11.
The Baltimore Orioles wer- for lengthy interviews. "Warm
18 12 .600 1% 't really concerned over Mike weather makes me better rain.
,Baltimore
time of 41.2 are LeeRoy
At Louisville, Canonero H
15 15 .500 4% Cuellar's slow start this season pitcher."
Detroit
Bert Campaneris drove in McGinnis, Ashman Samuels, and defeated, among others, Jim
14 14 .500 4% but they were happy to see the "He didn't have super stuff
New York
four runs with two homers an Randy Smith. The mile relay, French, Bold Reason, Eastern
13 18 .419 7 two-time 20-game winner heat but he was throwing better than
Washington
a single and Chuck Dobson whose best time of 3:06.3 is one of Fleet, Vegas Vic and Impetuo10 20 .333 9% up Wednesday night along with in any previous game this
Cleveland
pitched a seven-hitter for his, the best in tie nation, is cam- sity, all of whom will be back
West
season," said catcher Elrod first victory for the Athletics. posed of Turner, McGinnis,
the weather.
for a second shot at the
W. L Pct. GB It
in Hendricks. "He was throwing The A's ripped Sam McDowell. Samuels and Fred Sowerby.
was 73 degrees
Kentucky-bred colt. He was
22 12 .647 •.. Baltimore Wednesday night and until the fifth. After 'that he
Oakland
the
for whom clubowner Charles ID Other Murray entries in
Shipped to Venezuela as a
16 16 .500 5 Cuellar responded to the type was pitching."
Kansas City
Finley has been making bi conference meet and their best yearling and came back at
17 17 :500 5 weather he likes with a one- The Oakland Athletics beat
California
for six runs and 12 hits performances for the season three to win racing's most
offers,
16 16 .500 5 hitter as the Orioles downed the the Cleveland Indians 8-1, the
Minnesota
innings and saddled the include:
2-3
5
in
coveted prize despite numerous
12 .16 -429 7 Kansas City Royals' WO. Jerry Chicago White Sox swept the
Milwaukee
big
with his fifth be Mile-run, Jim Krejci t4:12.5 ), obstacles.
firebtiller
.18 400
11,
-Chicago.
May's bloon single in the WO Washington Senators 5-0 and A- egahmt one triiimph.
Peter Moreau (4.18.4), and ExeOntioner, Sound Off, Unlit
Wodneaday't Evisalts
•
Darrell Remole (4.18.8);
inning was the only hit off 5, the Minnesota Twins Shaded
to Reason and Spouting Horn,
Minnesota 1 tfoston 0, night
Krejci who passed up the Kentucky
run,
Cuellar and Bob Oliver, who the Boston Red Sox 1-0, the Rick Reidiardt had seven Three:7mile
New York 3 Milwaukee 0, night walked in the seventh, the only Detroit Tigers defeated the hits, including a tie-brealung 14:00.5), Gregg Fullarton
Derby, complete the field.
Chicago 5 Wash 0, 1st, twilight other baserunner.
California Angels 8-1 and the single in the sixth inning of the :• :4:04.5), and Dennis Sturt
While they did not care what
night
2nd,
5,
Chicago 9 Wash
"My good control," explained New York Yankees topped the second game, as the White Sox 14:36.5);
positions their colts drew,
Detroit 8 California 1, night
Milwaukee Brewers 3-0, in made it six in a row over the 100-yard dash, Smith 9.6), and post
several trainers were concerned
Oakland 8 Cleveland 1, night
/other American League games. Senators. Reichardt, whc had McGinnis (9.7);
when you
how the young horses
Baltimore 6 Kans City 0,. night
In the National League, it two hits in the first garb e as 22o-yard dash, McGinnis(21.6), about
were handled at the starting
it!
Today's Probable Pitchers
was Houston 5 New York 4, San Tom Bradley pitched a five- and Smith (21.8);
gate.
New York (Peterson 3-2) at
Francisco 7 Cincinnati
2, hitter, singled home Rich 440-yard dash, Samuels ( 48.9),
finest
Let us introduce you to thewe'll
Trainer Juan Arias was
Milwaukee (Pattin 5-3)in compact tractors and
Chicago 9 Philadelphia 4, San McKinney in the sixth inning of and Sowerby (48.9);
about
concerned
particularly
barbequilted
quality,
a
you
give
at
Oakland (Hunter 5-2)
Diego 2 Pittsburgh 1, and Los the nightcap to give the Vhite 120-yard high hurdles, Pat
Canonero II. He said the colt is
qua mitt absolutely FREE!
Kansas City (Bunker 2-2),
Sox a 6-5 lead. -_
Verry (
just as good today as he was
night.
hurdles,
440-intermediate
Derby,
Friday's Games
Bert Blyleven pitched a Verry( 53.9), and Sowerby (54.5); prior to the Kentucky
Milwaukee at California, night me Murray State golf team,
seven-hitter and struck out 11 880-yard dash, Pat Francis and he expects to grab the
Oakland at Kansas City, night runner-up in last year's Ohio
to win his third game fur the (1:53.5), and Sonny Fennel winner's purse of $137,400 from
the total Preakness purse of
Chicago at Minnesota, night
Twins and hand Boston's Ray (1:55.2);
National League
Valley Conference tournament,
Case 7 thru 14 hp tractors
$189,900.
Twins
Detroit at Washington, night
G. AB R. H. Pct. Culp his second loss. The
will begin play Friday at 8 a.m. in
make yard work fun again'
Shot put, R. D. Kirkland (45-6
WEBER COOKER
Eddie
starter
asked
Arias
But
Cleveland at New York, night this year's OVC.
Smooth hydraulic drive.
Garr, Atl
32 132 n 53 .402 scored the only run of the came N.);
into
II
Canonero
load
to
Clind
Change attachments quickly
the
off
Baltimore at Boston, night
when
led
Davis,
Rod
LA
Carew
128
33
19 50 .391
The tournament will be at-the
Discus, Kirkland (136-3);
and easily without tools. Spethe starting gate last because
29 98 72 37 .378 fourth inning with a triple and Pole valut, Doug Morris (15-4));
par 72, Cookeville, Tenn., Mays, SF
cial Spring deals. Omon out
at
nervous
so
was
colt
the
National League
single.
Milian, Atl
31 119 12 44 .370 scored on Jim Halts
-see how easy It is to be a
Country Club Course.
High jump, Granville Buckley every start that he had to be
East
BIG TRACTOR MAN!
31 125 25 45 .360 The victory broke a four-game 6-3);
The Racer golfers split dual Brock, St.L
blindfolded to be led into the
W. L. Pct. GB matches last weekend with Grote, NY
28 93 16 33 .355 losing streak for Blyleven
jump, Buckley (23-6".), gate. The trainer also asked
Long
19 10 .655
New York
Tennessee Tech and Southern Murrell, SD 23 62 7 22 .355
and Tom Williams (22-10);
3-for-3,
that an assistant starter be
19 12 .613 1 Illinois and will take a 3-2 dual Alou, Hou
Pittsburgh
LIMITED OFFER. . Stop in today!
21 62 6 72 .355 Ike BroWn went
Triple jump, Buckley (481L4 ), assigned to hold the colt's head
18 14 .563 2%
hotrler
three-run
n
including
St. Louis
Snunns,
St.L
31
107
tour13 37 .346
match record into the
4).
3
/
(47-5
Williams
and
12 11 .522 4 nament. in tournaments this Strgil, Pitt
Montreal
27 102 19 34 .333 and a sacrifice fly, as the Tigers The Racers, who finished and to snatch the blindfold off
15 17 .469 5%
Chicago
19 63 14 21 .333 routed _Rudy May in 5 1- second in last year's OVC meet, at the last moment. Blind
season, the Racers won the Kranpl, NY
agreed to both requests.
Mined from the Senators n the
9 20 .310 10 Shreveport, La.; fourth in the
Philadelphia
American League
have beaten Western Illinois, Gerry Lord also has a
the
wen;
West
Danny
trade,
McLain
G. AB R. H. Pct.
University of Maryland Classic;
. •
-eight-hitter Southeast Missouri, Memphis starting problem with Sound
W. L. Pct. GB
503 Walnut St. Murray, Ky.
sixth in the Louisiana State In- Oliva, Minn 28.118 25 48 .407 distance with an
Arkansas State and Off as has Randy Sechrest with
and
...
.735
9
San Francisco 25
raised his record to 3-0 Al State, and
vitational, and fifteenth in the Murcer, NY 28 103, 14 35 .340
lost to Southern fllinois and
17 17 .500 8
Los Angeles
28 74 6 25 .338 Kaline and Aurelio Rodriguez Western Kentucky in dual meets Vegas Vic. They are depending
Cape Coral, Fla., Invitational. Holt, Minn
the
fur
had
15 17 .469 9
on the jockeys to solve • the
two
each
hits
Atlanta
Playing for Murray in the Klbrw, Minn 30 113 14 37 .327
this season.
15 17 .469 9
problems.
Houston
32 125 18 39 .320 Tigers.
conference tournament will be Schaal. KC
11 20 .355 12% Mike Reitz, Chris Pigott, Paul Unser, Wash 28 85 9 27 .318
Cincinnati
10 21 .323 13% Celano, Bob Filbreth, Vernon Nthrp, Dot
San Diego
30 117 21 37 .316 Mel Stottlemyre pit( hed a
Wednesday's Results
30 114 14 36 .316 three-hitter and struck out six
Johnny May, Chi
Marcoullier,
and
Houston 5 New York 4
125 18 39 .312 to win his third game (0:- the
32
Kc
Rojas,
Quertermous.
San Francisco 7 Cincinnati 2
116 19 36 .310 Yankees. Stottlemyre also sin29
Bos
Smith,
Reitz has averaged 75.2 strokes
St. Louis at Mont, rain, night in 12 rounds of competitive golf Ytrzsk. Bos 29 100 26 31 310 gled home a run in a No-run
fourth-inning uprising ‘thich
Chicago 9 Philadelphia 4, night this spring. He finished 12th for
Home Runs
San DiegO 2 Pittsburgh 1, night the OVC's individual cham- National League: Stargell, helped tag Skip Lockwood with
Los Angeles 5 Atlanta 0, night pionship last year. Pigott, who Pitt 13; Aaron, Atl and Bench, his third loss against two
Today's Probable Pitchers
Cepecla, Atl 9; triumphs.
12;
finished 2nd among individuals in Cin
(No games schedaled )
Colbert, SD and
Chi,
Williams,
averaged
has
OVC,
last year's
Friday's Games
75.6 strokes in 16 rounds. Celano Bonds, SF 8.
GO TO DETROIT
New York at Pittsburgh, night has averaged 76.1 in 16 rounds, American
League: Oliva. DETROIT
(UPI)-Left winSan Diego at Chicago
Filbreth 76.1 in 7 rounds, Mar- Minn 9; Powell, Balt 7; Cash, gers Ab McDonald and Mike
Philadelphia at Atlanta, night
NY
White,
Seven
6;
Detaand
and
wilier 77.2 in 13 rounds,
Lowe and defenseman Bob Wall
Montreal at Cincinnati, night
The new Gremlin. uniquely styled,
Quertermous 77.2 in 8 rounds. tied with 5.
were sent to the Detroit -Red
night
Houston,
at
Louis
St
Runs Batted In
fun to drive and now even spunkier
Marcoullier, the only other team
Wings Wednesday by the St.
Los Angeles at an Fran, night member to play in the last year's National League: Stargell,
performance with the biggest engine of
Louis Blues to complete the
DVC ranked Ilth among in- Pitt 33; Aaron, Atl 28; Torre, Feb. 19
the subcompacts
National
Hockey
SCOUT QUITS
St. I. 25, Santo. Chi and Mays,SF League deal in which the Blues
lividuaIs.
Garry
BOSTON ( UPI) Each team's best five scores 24.
acquired veteran defenseman
Young. the chief scout and for each 18 holes will be tallied to American League: Killebrew.
league letermine the champion of the 54- Minn 26; Powell, Balt 25; Carl Brewer.
minor
of
director
Cain & Treas Motors has always been the place to come after you've been to all the
Boston hole OVC tournament. Twenty- Yastrzemski, Bos 23; Northrup,
the
for
personnel
Bruins, quit Wednesday to seven holes will be played both Dot and Bando, Oak 21.
MON7CON HOME
other places in town. Because whatever kind of car fits your bill, we'll give you a
become general manager of the Friday and Saturday.
Pitching
BUENOS AIRES
UPI
California Golden Seals.
East Tennessee won last year's National League: Jenkins, World middleweight champion
better deal on it than anyone else.
championsilip when the Sue- Chi 6-2; Dierker, Hou 5-1; Carlos Monion arrived home
caneers came from six strokes Upshaw, Atl, Osteen, La, from Monaco Wednesda to a
. HARRIS SIGNS
CLF:VELAND ) UPI) - The back of Murray the last nine Seaver, NY, Carlton, St I. and hero's Welcome and a
Marichal, SF 5-2.
man said the titleholder %could
Cleveland Cavaliers Wednesday holes to win.
announced the signing of fourth
Racer Coach Buddy Hewitt American League: Blue, Oak defend his crown within three
• rOund-draft-choiee ClAU Harris•'sins any One of the eight OVC 8-1; Siebert. Bos 5-0; Palmer; months against former champ,
4.'trams trcapsbir--ef-wirminglhe.-lialt-5-1-4- 14,1
'
. "'ludic
--a-fPloo1-7-ierv"14-4.91and Iltintet, Oak 5-2
Simmons
tournament this year

t

you

Standings Cuellar Throws One-Hitter
In Baltimore Win Over KC

Golf Team
Begins Play
On Friday

Look what's cookin'
at your Case
Q,
dealer

FREE

test-drive

Major League
Leaders

Built like the
BIG ONES!

McKEEL Equipment Co.

cE.

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

16104.1,77.1

m•F•

,$ •

•

806'Coldwater. Road
(

N.

,

Phone 113-6448.
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Displays Of Work
Shown At Creative
Arts Meet Monday

Tucker-Tobey Vows To Be Read

Murray Families
Return From Trip
In Western States

1...

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Boren
and Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Prescott and two children
returned home last week after a
two weeks motor trip to points in
Sunday, May 16
the western states.
Thursday, May 13
The couples' first stop on their
itinerary was at Colorado Springs
The Murray WOW Camp will L. and Mrs. J. B. Dover will
and Cripple Creek. Special tours
meet in the WOW Hall at 6:30 have an open house at their home
In Hazel from two to five p.m. in
were made at both places.
p.m.
celebration of their 25th wedding
m Beal Air Force Base in
anniversary.
California, the couples visited
Mrs. Boren's sister, Mrs. Corte!
The Baptist Women of the Elm
Channey and family. They spent
Grove Baptist Church will hold The Kirksey United Methodist
some time at San Francisco,
its general meeting at the home Men will meet for breakfast at
California, crossing both the
of Mrs. Charles Burkeen at 1:30 seven 8.171.
Baby Bridge and Golden Gate
pm.
The Oak Grove Trim' composed
Bridge, and visiting Fisherman's
Welcome
The
Wagon if Roy Gene Dorm, Cecilia Dunn,
Wharf.
Newcomers Club will meet at the and Cathey Henson will present a
The group traveled to Los
Community Center, Ellis Drive, program at the Kirksey United
Angeles and spent one day at
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. John Bar- Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Disneyland. They returned via
tholomy will give the program.
Los Vegas, Nevada, Painted
Senior recital of Kathy Moore,
Desert, and other points of in-Iterest.
The Dexter Homemakers Club Sltropolis, Ill., soprano, will be
Boren is the city fire inspector
will meet at the Dexter Com- seld afthe Recital Hall,Fine Arts
Building, MSU, at two p.m. No
mid Prescott is a Murray
munity Center at 9:30 a.na.
Auirge
fireman. This weekend Mr. and
;;.
Mrs. Boren will spend the
The Cumberland Presbyterian
weekend with their son, Ray
Wamen of the North Pleasant Senior recital of Don Foster,
(Love Studio Photo) Boren and Mrs. Boren at
Grove Church will meet at thhe Burna,percussion, will be held at
Goldesboro, N. C. Ray is serving
home of Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd ;he Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Miss Deborah Louise Mabry
Building at two p.m. No charge.
with the Air Force there.
• seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mabry of 1516 Kirkwood Drive, Murray,
Monday, May 17
The Sunnyside Homemakers
annoimce the engagement of their daughter, Deborah Louise, to
Club will meet at the home of
Pear Ambrosia Salad
Louie H. Greenfield, son of Mrs. Shirley Hurt, 1004 Olive Street,
Mrs. George Holland at 10:30 The Republican Women's Club Murray, and the late Luther Greenfield.
Add a ray of sunshine to dull
will meet at the Holiday Inn at six
winter days with this refreshing
a.m.
Miss Mabry's grandparents are Mrs. W. B. Graves of Murray
p.m. with Mrs. Max Hurt and and the late Mr. Graves, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Mabry of
fruit salad. In a pretty crystal
The Baptist Women of the Miss Mary Stein as hostesses.
Carlisle County. Mr. Greenfield is the grandson of the late Mr. compote, layer thinly sliced
Western pears with orange segGrace Baptist Church will meet
and Mrs. Will Greenfield and the late Mr. and Mrs. Connie Hubbs,
ments. Sprinkle each layer with
The Penny Homemakers Club all of Calloway County.
skahe church at two p.m.
coconut Serve a honey dressing
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
The bride-elect is a junior at Murray State University. The
on tha. side. Or omit the dressThe Gamma Omicron Chapter ten a.m. with Mrs. Alton Cole as groom-elect graduated from Murray High School and is now
ing, sprinkle powdered sugar
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at I •.•
employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
over each layer and serve as a
the Baptist Student Union
An August wedding is planned.
dessert
show
of
Mike
The
Kirk,
BFA
building at 7:30 p.m.
will open in the Kappa
Pi room, Fine Arts Building and
The New Providence Riding continue through May 30. No
Chtb will ride at the pen at seven charge.
p.m. Plans will be made for the
spring horse show.
Tuesday, May 18
Rev. Stephen Davenport and Friday, June 18. Members will be
Barry Polston were the guest contacted as to time and place to
The Faith Doran Circle of the
Friday, May 14
The Theta Department of thel speakers at the meeting of the meet.
First United Methodist Church
Woman's Club closed the Murray-Calloway County Senior In charge of the arrangements
Murray
Murray will meet at two pm.at the
North
The
borne current club year with a break Citizens Club held on Friday, for the potluck spuncheon were
Homemakers Club will meet at of Dr. Raymond Carter,
May 7, at noon in the social hall of Mr.and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, C. D.
Lynn
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland, Grove Road, with his mother, fast held at the Holiday Inn on the First United Methodist Scruggs, Mesdames
Birdie
509 South 13th Street, at 1:30 p.m. Mrs. Grace Carter, as hostess. Monday,May 10, at seven o'clock Church.
Parker, Neva Waters, Hildren
in the morning.
Mrs. Ray Brownfield gave the Minister of St. John's Sharpe, and Lela Shackelford.
The A Capella Choir from
luncheon
the
Church,
Rev. Attending
invocation preceding the break- Episcopal
Louis
Ritenour High School, St.
Davenport, reported on several meeting were Mesdames Eva
fast.
County, Mo., will present a
The chairman, Mrs. C. W projects concerning the senior Hilt Edna McReynolds, Birdie
%mart at the recital hall, Fine
Jones,
presided at the meeting citizens. One project was to Parker, Ruby Harrell, Lela
Arts Building, hiSt, at eleven
Mrs. Loyd Jacks, secretary, and obtain an outdoor recreational Shackelford, 0. C. McLemore,
charge.
am. No
Mrs. John Nance, treasurer, place to be used during the Carrie Hughes, Gussie Adams,
Ruby Barnes, Lenora Jones,
summer months.
gave
their reports.
Members of the BSU Executive The Sigma Department of'the
Polston, Murray Recreational Robbie Harrison, Essie Blacock,
Three
members
of
the
Council will spend the weekend at Murray Woman's Club held its
department had perfect at- Director,spoke on his work at the Olive Hagan, Martha Golden,
- Rushing Creek in the Land May meeting Monday evening at tendance for the 1970-71 year. City Park and the projects Ruth Weeks, Guy Simmons,
seven-thirty o'clock at the
Between the Lakes.
Hildred Sharpe, Mary Knott,
They were Mrs. C. W.Jones, Mrs. planned there.
Woman's Club house
Loyd Jacks, and Mrs. John 0. C. McLemore, club Matte Parker, Celia Roberts,
The Murray State Faculty It was regrettably necessary Nance. Eight
new members president, presided and in- Neva Waters, Virgie Clark,
Norman Klapp, Gussie Geurin,
Bridge group will meet at 7:30 for the speaker scheduled for the were voted into the department. troduced the speakers.
p.m. in Rooms 3 and 4 of the evening to cancel the program. Mrs. Jones presented the new Mrs. Ruby Harrell, chairman Bryan Tolley, and Miss Erin
Student Union Building. For The business meeting was department chairman, Miss Beth of the nominating committee, Montgomery; Messrs. 0. C.
reservations call 753-7683.
called to order by Mrs. Bailey Broach, with a gavel as she in- read the slate of new officers who McLemore, 01,11e Hughes, Otis
Harrison, C. D. Scruggs, Vernon
Gore, Chairman. Mrs. Clegg stalled her, along with Mrs. A. L. were elected by the group:
Austin presented a thought for Hough, vice-chairman, and Mrs McLemore, president; Bryan Roberts, pout Kingins, and Bryan
Elausrmay, May 15
the day which was an essay 1.oyd Jacks, secretary, to serve Tolley, first vice; C. D. Scruggs, Tolley.
entitled,"World,Take My Son By for 1971-72. Mrs. Loyd Boyd, new second vice; Mrs. Gussie Adams, Visitors were Rev. Davenport,
A Senior Citizens luny
treasurer, was unable to attend secretary; Mrs. Martha Golden, Mr. Polston, Norman Klapp,Mrs.
the
Hand" - author unknown.
3:meting for citizens of Hazel
Department officers for the due to the illness of her daughter, treasurer; Mrs. Norman Klapp Guy Simmons, and Mrs. Connie
it held at the annex of the
and Mrs. Olive Hagan, publicity; Jones.
new year were installed. They Linda.
liaptist Church, sponsored by
'Hazel Woman's Club. Fo are: Chairman, Mrs. Gus The new officers announced Mrs. Ruby Harrell, telephone; The next regular meeting will
transportation call 492-8315, 4 Robertson, Jr.; vice-chairman, plans for the coming year. Mre Mrs. Bertha Jones and Mrs. be held on Friday, June 4, at noon
Mrs. Clegg Austin; secretary, Hough announced that she met Oiene Lamb, music; Mrs. Fiol.S at the social hall of the First
8324, or 496-8514.
Mrs. Jere Stripling, treasurer, with Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, Outland, Mrs. Gussie Geurin, and United Methodist Church. In
A rummage and bake sale will Mrs. Sidney Easley. Mrs. Gore general first vice-president, and Mrs. Ruby Harrell, flowers; Paul charge of arrangements will be
lie held at the American Legion expressed her appreciation to the vice -chairmen of other depart- Kingins, chaplain.
Mesdames John Farmer, Gussie
Hall starting at 6:30 a.m. span- current department officers and ments on Sunday afternoon to Plans were made to attend the Geurinc Martha Golden, Lola
Pored by the Cumberland committee members for
their make program plans. New picnic with the Paris-Henry Dunn, Virgie Clark, Essie
Presbyterian Women of the work during the past year.
department rolls for the coming County Senior Citizens Club on Blalock and Ruby Baines.
North Pleasant Grove Qiurch.. Mrs. Don Keller will serve as year are to be completed by June
the Sigma Department general 1 for the yearbook to be
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 chairman of the 1971 Miss published.
Order of the Eastern Star will Calloway County Beauty Contest. Present for the early
morning'
have its Friendship night at 7:30 Mrs. Keller issued ass'
breakfast were Miss Beth
p.m. at the Masonic Hall. A to all Sigma members for
Broach,
Mesdames
Ray
potluck supper will be served and event which is scheduled
Brownfield, J. B. Burkeen, A. L.
all members are urged to attend. Monday, July 25.
Hough, Loyd Jacks, C. W. Jones,
A cordial invitation is also ex- Following committee
reports, 'John Nance, William Pinkstan,
"Travel In $ le"
tended to members of other OES Mrs. Harold Hurt--on
behalf of Arlie Scott, Bee'Trevathan,
chapters who wish to attend.
Misses and Juniors
Mrs. Ron Christopher, general James Martin, and Jules HarOne Rack
chairman of the 1971 Charity court. Mrs. Scott was in charge of I
Summer
,Murray Branch of the AAUW Ball—quested any Sigma the arrangements.
frill have a breakfast with Mrs. member interested in working on
/pet Claxton, Ordway Hall, at the Charity Ball to contact
Mrs.
II:30 a.m. All members are urged Christopher.
attend
Hostesses for the evening
were: Mesdames Gene Landoll,
Mr. and Mrs. David Miller bfl
Koret of California
One Rack
Kirksey Ball Club tryouts will Hal Houston, Jere
Stripling, Don Columbia, Mo., announce the
KOROTRON
GROUP
held for junior girls at nine Henry, Hunt Smock and
Misses
& Juniors
Buddy birth of a baby boy, David
P.m., senior girls at ten a.m., Valentine
TopsKnit
/3
1
Michael, weighing eight pounds
park league at 11 a.m., little
off
seven ounces, born-on Monday,
league at noon, and pony league
May 10, at 8:37 p.m. at the Boone
ipt two p.m. Players asked to
Shorts - Slacks - Skirts
County Hospital there.
/
2 Price
bring $3.00 for insurance.
Jackets - Vests - Shirts Below 1
They have another son, Matthew, age two. The father will
Beauty Mist
Merryline
receive his Ph.D in education in
Opera workshop will be held at
June from the University of
ikiditorium of University School
Shelton E. Kipp, son of Mr and Missouri. The mother has been
it eight p.m. Public invited and Mrs. William G. Kipp of Murray teaching in
the elementary
there is no charge. Students and Route Six, has been appointed an schools in Columbia.
faculty members of the Murray an honorary senate page in the Grandparents are
2for the Price of 1
Mr.and Mrs.
8tate music department will Kentucky General Assembly by Claude Miller and
Mr. and Mrs.
present scenes.
Senator Carroll Hubbard.
Joe Pat Farley, all of Murray.
Use Your Bank Amorkard
••
Great grandparents are Mr. and
The boy, age eight, is a third
;Students
from
schools
Mrs Vernon Beal of Inthroiw,hout the Purchase Area grade student at Faxon dependence, Mo.
*ill combine talents .in the Elementary School and has one
Purchase Area Youth Symphony brother, age three. He is the
Orchestra, directed by Neale grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Open 8 a m. to 6 p.m Close at 5 p.m. Sat. V
Dip well-drained canned pine*son,in a concert at three p.m. Theordore Kipp of Rhinebeck, N.
fritter
batter
apple
and
slices
in
Across from the Adm Bldg. on No. 15th St
Y. , and Mr. and Mrs._Ewae
Seta of hliii-rajiRoute The. 21peat fry wail brown; eerie 411111Iw .40111... iumbi 4/11101.
authic4in No
with ham to company.

Breakfast Held By
Theta Department
At Holiday Inn

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Club Has Luncheon; Officers Elected

Sigma Department
Makes.Plans For
Summer Activities

The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club held
Its regular meeting on Monday,
May 10, at nine-thirty o'clock in
the morning at the club house.
Mrs. Ken Adams, department
chairman, presided at the
meeting. Mrs. A. W. Russell
called the roll and read the
minutes. Mrs. Robert Hopkins
gave the treasurer's report.
New officers of the 1971-72 chit
year were recognized who are
Mrs. A. W. Russell, chairman;
Mrs. Dan Harrell, vicechairman; Mrs. Jon Thompson
secretary; Mrs. Robert Hopkins
treasurer.
A display of art and needlework
was shown by the members.
A brunch was served to the
members and guests by the
hostesses,
Mrs.
Macon
Blankenship, Mrs. Ray Sinclair,
Mrs. Paul Heise, and Mrs. Ben
Trevathan.

ATHLETWS FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—

Miss Laurie Ruth Tucker
Mr.and Mrs. Douglas Graham Tucker of Kirksey announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Laurie Ruth, to Joel
Dean Tobey,son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Tobey of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Tucker and Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doores,all of Kirksey.
Miss Tucker is a graduate of Calloway County High School,
attended the Ezell Beauty School, and is presently employed at
Evelyn's Beauty Salon.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is serving with the United States Coast Guard at Governors
Island, New York.
An early July wedding is planned.
Fruit cake batters usually
contain a high percentage of
sugar and may scorch easily.
To prevent scorching, line baking pans with parchment paper
or brown unglazed wrapping

PANT SUITS

!BIRTHSj

fp

Shelton E. Kipp
Appointed Page

I
I
I
1

1

off

DRESSES
1/3 off

DRESSES

PANTY HOSE LINGERIE

CAMPUS CASUAL
SHOP
/

i

*********
4ICharles 0. Davis does note
t
a want the office of Property
Value Administrator*
o
llaboli.shed. Do You? A vote for.
*Charles 0. Davis will helpla
*assure you the right to vote fore
*this office. Elect Charles 0.41
*Davis' as your next senator
*
from the First District.
*Paid for by Charles 0. Davis
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HOLLAND DRUG CO.

paper. TWO layers of white typing paper will also serve. Fit
paper closely to the pan shape
and grease lightly before adding
batter.

LAST 4 DAYS
TO SAVE DURING

ROSES SPRING PAINT SALE
Sale -Ends Sunday, May 16
A new label but
the same High
Quality paint you
have come to
expect from
Magicolor.

NO DRIP
FLAT LATEX
WALL PAINT

......
Campus Casual's
Vacation Sale

Apply quick-drying
Feel it
take hold to check itch, burning in
HINUTES. la 1 to 5 days, infected
skin sloughs off. Watch HEALTHY
skin replace It I If not delighted IN
ONE HOUR. your 41Ic beck at nay
drug counter.
NOW at
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at this
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get a job. That is •
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very much attrac
thing to get dress
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week, and Charle
to another, and w
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wouldn't stand in
Abby, I was
the people I wai
could see as mu(
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SAVE 9.49 GALLON
Flows on smoothly, cams well,
dries in 20 minutes. Hands and
brushes wash clean in water.

REGULAR '3.99
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GA $ P°00
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SATIN PLUS
INTERIOR
LATEX
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presently servinr
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My experienci
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GREEK POWER
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (UPI)—
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
has been given a dozen "Greek
Power" golf balls "guaranteed
rn n Atlanta, to stay in the fairways no
By Robert P. Dalton
Georgia,and later came Olive in matter how hard you hit
FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI) — the mostly black California
them."
Ten years ago at age 16, Harold section of Louisville. He lived
Rep. Pete Pappas, R-Rock
Howard escaped the electric with an aunt and uncle who
Island, presented the balls
By CLAIRE COX
Roman Catholics ivho are now than the denomination Is chair by pleading guilty to armed became his foster parents.
Tuesday_ following Agnew's
Copley-News Serviee
robbery.
•
standing up and being counted--taken in-the pat. -This prison years brought oat address to a joint session of the
abor
month,
Harold
Howard,
This
among those favoring
An editorial pointed out that
Howard's interest in helping Illinois General Assembly.
NEW YORK — As many as a tions
under some cir- two of the major departments who spent seven years in prison people. In college he has work
"Do they have mercurochlegal
and
abortions
—
million
cumstances, while doctors and of the United Church had come and was once classified as with a volunteer youth-help group rome centers?" Agnew asked,
illegal — are performed in the members of the Protestant out for liberal ' policies on mentally
retarded, will be as well as being president of his
referring to his recent errant
United States every year.
clergy are questioning this abortion. The Board of graduated from Kentucky State junior class.
drives that have struck spectaSixteen legislatures have form of "lasteditch" birth Homeland Ministries called for College here.
"I could communicate with tors.
liberalized the laws' of their control.
repeal of all abortion laws
The product of a broken home these kids," he said. "The social
states restricting abortions or
In a recent issue of Social while the Council for Christian and the toughness of ghetto
worker just went in and told them
have acted to permit them
Action, a periodical of the Socesl
Action
favored streetlife, Howard shot and
what they didn't have and they
freely to women who want Council for Christian Social elimination of restrictions on
wounded
the
owner
of
a
liquor
them. Prohibitions against Action of the United Church of' termination of -pregnancies in
already knew that.
store when he was 15. He and a
abortion have been declared
"If the cat wanted to curse, I
Christ, diverse views were their early` stages, with companion escaped with $50.
unconstitutional in three other stated, indicating a more restrictions
could
curse too. I could comon operations in
"I came from a good (Foster) municate with him," said
states.
middle-of-the-road approach later stages.
protected
life
as
home and lived a
Clergymen have established stages to determine when
-In this dialogue the church a good Catholic," Howard said Howard. "College was like a
consultation services ' on abortion might be appropriate cannot
unthinkingly echo either Monday. "But the breakdown second childhood for me. Like
"problem pregnancies" in and when there is an absolute the
traditional arguments for came in the environment. I was being 17 every day and falling in
more than 35 states to help right to freedom of choice and
love every day.
prohibiting abortion or the
women find places where they abortion on demand.
running away from homejmd ran "The people at the college took
absolutism that atfirms
can obtain abortions.
Also posed were questions abortion as an unquestioned into other cats that were me from where I was at," said
Against that background, pertaining to the rights of the right," the
rebellious too.
editorial said.
Howard. "They didn't try to
organized religion is engaged mother to life at the expense of
"'Me gangs formed and when I make me something I wasn't.
To
arrive
at
a.
clear
the
in a continuing debate on
the "death of a child" and the evaluation, it recommended was about 12, I found out that I "I started out in mathmatics,
subject. Formerly,for the most place of sexual responsibility.
weighing the question of the had a certain amount of sense but one night I had a dream," he,
part, the division was a clearDr. N. Karle Mottet, physical and psychic health of and leadership and began my said. "There were childreft
cut one between Protestants on professor of pathology at the
the woman involved. Other own gang,"
calling out to me: "Help me,help
one side and Roman Celholics University of Washington's
With a pistol he found at home, me and I was saying, I
questions to be settled, in. the
can't."
on the other, but the ad- School of Medicine, presented
a
strong-arm
view, are whether Howard pulled
"That's when I changed my
versaries are now split more the medical view, noting that editors'
there are scientific clues to the robbery of the liquor store. major. Now I'm helping people,
along conservative-liberal lines some people who object to
_quality of fetal life at -various '11ere was nothing interesting like so many have helped.me,and
than in sectarian terms.
capital punishment or killing ilk
Declaring himself opposed to on television and there was I guess that's something for an
For example, there are war favor "abortion killing."
unlimited abortion as "the nothing to do," Howard said ex-con."
most expensive, least efficient, when he was arrested.
basic
comas Sn
and not quite-s.and probably the most risky
Kentucky law permitted a plea
method of population control," of guilty in lieu of a possible death
he advocated instead a search sentence. Howard pleaded guilty
for foolproof methods of to armed robbery and began his
prevention of pregnancy.
life sentence June 10, 1960.
The taking of.a human life, "In prison, I was scared to
A new Department of Political Sciences, the largest of the whether by capital punish- death," he said. "But I found out
Model 1251
Science has been organizaed at university's six schools, and ment, abortion, euthanasia or I was just as tough as anyone
Two spood
war,
should
not
be
condoned,"
campus.,
the
35th
on
the
becomes
soff-Mopsitiodl
Murray State University, efebe.
he
mlrntained.
"To
do
in
fective July 1, Dr. Walter Black- Twenty-seven courses
"One day, a guy was running
otherwise will inevitably lessen
burn, dean of the School of Arts political science win be offered our
off at the pouth,so I said when!
regard
for
human
life and
for the bachelor of arts or
and Sciences, has announced.
weaken our motivation to get out of here r_in going to make
bachelor of science degree in that
improve the quality of life." $150a week. The cat looked at-me
Chairman of the new depart- area.
Writing as a minister who and said what can you do to make
ment, which heretofore had been
has counseled
pregnant $150 a week. The next day I went
a part of the Department of
women. the liev. James L. to school."
Geography and Political Science,
The prism IQ tests showed a
'Kidd
of
the
First
Our mowers are built for lasting.
will be Dr. F. Umar, who joined
Congregational Church in rating of 69—seriously retarded
So you'll spend more time
the Murray State faculty last
Wilmette, Ill., acknowledged a (which later proved to be in- 510 Wagon'
taking them for granted. And
September after -two years at
A group of teachers and feeling of ambivalence on the correct.)Howard was assigned to
less time taking them for
Its features make
Appalachian State University in
of
the
prison
the
third
grade
subject
students, in conjunction with the
repairs Because they aren't
Virginia. He earned the doctoral
hauling easy.
He finds the principal con- school and in three weeks had
United Campus Ministry, will
loaded with plastic gadgets
degree in government at
•
96
HP
tribution
that
he
"OHC"
and
other
engine
moved
to
tip
eighth
grade.
sponsor two psychological films
and fancy frills to go on
Southern Illinois University.
ministers can make is to guide
• Safety front disc
Howard learned welding in
at 7:30 on Tuesday, May 18,at 202 .e
the fritz later on.
.ople in clarifying their own Eddyville Prison and then
brakes
They're a long term
The other faculty members N. 15th St., Murray. The films :i'c'lings and help them to
do
• Fully reclining buckets investment, so when other
making up the new department feature Dr. Frederick S. Penis, A oat they ultimately decide on. finished high school in the
penitentiary. "I just went crazy
• Tinted glass
eople are changing mowers,
include:
founder of Gestalt therapy.
.But when I hear the feelings
• Whitewalls
you'll probably be changing
In the first, "Awareness," he anguish, frustration, despair on education and took the Dale
coarsen
and
all
the
mail
Carnegie
That's the way,we
Auburn Wells, who-Ms been atidepsonstrates gestalt therapy as ind hopelessness these
•6 feet of flat floor ,
women order courses.'
uild them. Material and
the university since 1947; Bobby a learning method with wide'l
Drive a Datsun
! have about their situation I
May 30, Howard will graduate
orkmanship. yes. Gadgets, no.
Joe Sims, a Ph. D. degree can- Implications—' how we can-begin came* believe giving birth to
then decide.
The AMF Orange. You buy
from Kentucky State with a
didate at SIU; Joseph Rose, who to increase our potential, how we t
child should be ent once and forget it.
currently is on leave and at work prevent ourselvesfrom becoming co ura ged," he said. "Ex- bachelors Degree in Sociology.
to work
on a doctorate at the University authentic individuals."
per ience clearly shows that From there he plans
AM!
of Kentucky; Elmer E. Oet- In the second,"The Philosophy from a medical viewpoint toward a masters degree in social PRODUCT OF NISSAN
LAWNMOWERS
of
KenUniversity
work
at
the
Linger, whose doctoral work is of the Obvious," he demonstrates abortion is safer for the woman
tucky.
—being done at the University of that "neurotic is simply a person than giving birth."
AMF Distributed by
He attended Kentucky State on
North Carolina, and Gene Gar- who does not see the obvious,"
Kidd, convinced that aborE.
Blankenship & Co.
rehabilitation
vocational
a
field, a Ph. D. candidate at SIU and how dreams can be used to tion should be a private perwho joined the Murray faculty in connect our inner existence with sonal matter, strongly ad- scholarship and worked at odd
vocates that "every law jobs to pay for things the
September, 1970.
our outer world.
did net cover.
Option group discussion will regulating its practice should scholarship
So. 12th Street
Creation of the new department complete
abolished. The need for the Kentucky State is 50 miles east of
Benton, Ky.
the program. A charge be
store
brings to 15 the number making
repeal
of
present
abortion
laws
where
the
liquor
Louisville,
the
753-7114
of 35c will be collected at
Phone
is overwhelming."
up the School of Arts and
holdup began the road to college
door. ,

Ex-Convict To Graduate
T1,iiar, Moon.
From College .
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U.S. clergymen divided
on abortion controversy

Take a gander
at this goose
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY.
Your answer to "L"
Was funny and quaint.
An authority on GEESE
You certainly ain't!

When your
neighbor is on
his third
lawnmower,
you may still
be on yourAMf
Oranga

For a GOOSE was a "him"
You seemed to infer,
And the GANDER you spoke of
Like "he" was a "her."
At your mix-up in genders
I was amused,
But some of your readers
Were, no doubt, confused.
—MUNCIE, IND. FAN
DEAR MUNCIE FAN:
For an Iowa lass
I feel like a clack
For I've often mistaken
A DRAKE for a DUCK.
In the realm of the barnyard
I'm loathe to meander,
It's plain, I don't know
My GOOSE from my GANDER!
f Edgar Alias Po-Poi

New Political Science
Department Is Organized

DEAR ABBY: My story is as old as the hills. lam a
fairly attractive woman and the mother of three children. I
became bored with the housekeeping routine and decided to
get a job. That is when my troubles began.
I met a man at work. [I'll call him "Charley.") We were
very much attracted to each other. I enjoyed having something to get dressed up for every day, and this new excitement did a lot for my ego. My car was laid up for about a
week, and Charley offered to drive me home. One thing led
to another, and we started meeting secretly. I got hooked on
him, and told my husband I wanted a divorce so I could
marry Charley. It broke my husband's heart; but he said he
wouldn't stand in my way if that's what I wanted.
Abby, I was so wrapped up in Charley, I couldn't see
the people I was hurting. My husband moved out and I
could see as much of Charley as I wanted to. After a few
months I realized how foolish I had been. I began missing
my husband and Charley suddenly looked less attractive
to me.
Now I am so ashamed of myself I could die. I realize
it's my husband I really love, but what can I do now? I
don't deserve a second-ohm% but do you think my husband
wes!lci aakemQoacit?
'4;04t0 ediigiRAMED

DEAR ABBY: I was nominated for an office in a club
[don't mention the office or the club, please] and I really
wanted this office. When the results of the election were
announced, I lost by ONE vote. I was really heartsick
because [as you have probably guessed] I voted for my opponent, who voted for himself!
Was it stupid of me to have voted for my opponent? I
felt it would have been egotistical to have voted for myself.
Two of my friends said they thought I did the right thing in
voting for my opponent. Another friend said he thought it
was stupid. What do you think? Sock it to me, Abby.
—LOST

LASSITERMcKINNEY
DATSUN

IMI•1=1M,1•11
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hat's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
to ABBY, Box 511701, LIM Angeles. Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
chest. Write
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Opal McCage Smith
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suppositories
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CEPACOL
Ill
Ill
Used and
!'! 1 recommuMby
'more doctors '
Ill
• than any other •
Ill

Ill

OMIT BRIG CEITERS /MENNEN
ANTACID
GELUSIL
ANTI—
PERSP. Flavored Antacid

ANTI.
PERSPIRANT

spray
deodorant

L.

Value

LIQUID

I 14-oz.

FIRST

• Reg. '1.29 04Pamil 1
•
ri;gro
- 1
F
1
•

Murray City Council

kc--4
.1massolmium.
I am a candidate for the Murray City Council and am now
presently serving on this city body.
•

AID SPRAY

Aerosol 41
/
2-oz
Regular
'L59 Value
Say-Rite's

2-oz Size

A4(

Regular
73' mr

'S

II
I.

'.6 Value

III

If re-elected to the City Council I pledge that I will do my
utmost to serve as effectively as possible In the behalf of the
people of the City of Murray.

P

rotein

29

for the Look dnd
Feel of Hair

gig

41640

avoids constipation
anl taste fatigue
/ 12 Gz boule ei

/

HAIR GROOM
So v-Rite

Low Price

TOOTHPASTE

••• MI.• NO
aigl
•••

• gg•
im• • sm.
=M. •=1 •I••
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- Regular 98' Value
M:21

56'

PrEir.2 °ME° F.S7-11-777;;',7.-.1

II

03
III

Gelusirreplaces;ALUE
heartburn fast! L

III

GELUSIL TABLETS

3-0z. Size

SA V-RITE'S

'I
'I
I

Ill

REGULAR

165 Taints.

Personal Size 43 VALUE

Paid Political Advertisement)

Price

Regular 11.00 Value

LOW PRICE

will be appreciated tu the May 25 Primary.

7- GELUSILA
high-potency antacid MINT

Low

Low Price
.----------------------------------------------4

I have lived in Murray for most of my We and feel that I
have a good grasp of the needs of the people here.
My experience on the City Council has served to enhance
my knowledge of these needs and the manner in which they
might be met.

Sov-Rite's

III
III

12 o:.lool!'e

to the

Ill
Ill
Ill

Say-Rite's
!!
Low Price • 'I

SPRAY replaces heartburn fast!
Regular
DEOD.
T.gHla

Ill

81'

relieve pain, itching and
burning... Regular '1.63

NIANNIKPI
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Ill
Ill
III

HEMORRHOIDS?

Specials Good thru May 15
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WEN MID ME

Ill

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays
12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. Sunday

III
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Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
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Ill
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DATSUN

DEAR LOST: You should have voted for the person who
In your opinion would have made the best officer. If you
didn't, then you were stupid for perhaps impracticably hamble I.

For

VVe call ita
small
some call it
a big car.

Psychological Films
Tolle Shown Tuesday

DEAR AIIRAMED: *WWII never know well you ask Mia.

11,ur
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TV CAMEOS: Lyle Waggoner

Chileans prefer
• • Waggoner Aims At A Career In
spprts to politics

Lexington Minister To Be
Films Speaker At Baccalaureate

Chile
—
SANTIAGO,
Chileans, and their vigorous
newspapers, are baffling to the
casual visitor. ,st.
In the midst of the most bitter
plolitical strife ever known
here, as the country debated
whether or not it was "going
Marxist," the afternoon
tabloid, La Segunda, game out
with the blackest of front-page
headlines.
"The bone is splintered °to
pieces," it proclaimed cryptically.
The recent arrival, if aware
of the highly political, conservative editorial line of the
paper, must have worried
trying to fathom the, hidden
import of the headline. To the
resident, of course, it was quite
of
news
obvious, and
tremendous importance.
A crack soccer player had
been carried off the field the
day before. and La Segunda
was reporting the results of the
X-ray of his leg.
Or take the government
newspaper, La Nacion, which
Marxistthe
supports
dominated Popular Unity
coalition now in power. Its
inside pages may well be filled
with the most picturesque
insults to all politicos except
those of the government parties, but its four-color front
the
display
can
'page
photographs of Chile's top
jockeys in their racing garb
Even the most rabid rightists in
Chile buy La Noma regularly.
throw away the news pages and
avidly read the contents of the
sports pages and the sport
magazine supplement. aise ri
four colors, that comes with the
Pape*.
. Horse racing fans are not
that keen on La Nacion. though
The general feeling, is that.

while its racing news is
adequate, El Siglo, the Communist Party daily, does a
much better b covering the
sport of kings.
El Siglo is net above lampooning wealthy women,
dressed to kill, photographed
attending some society function, calling them leeches
bleeding the poor. But those
same ladies, similarly dressed,
photographed promenading at
the derby, -Would be cited as
part of the pageantry of a
famous race.
Chileans, as other Latin
American people; prefer sports
to politics.
In fact,'in Chile; politicians
have to be very careful not to
ohm,a mass meeting on a day
an important match between
two - crack soccer teams is
scheduled. The choke of the
people would be "futbol" every
time.
There have even been cases
where a sporting. event has
been arranged specially to give
a politician a captive audience
to address. Before the game,
not after. because- once the
event is over, the fans are off
for home.
Recently a win by a Chilean
tennis player abroad was given
preference over a presidential
declaration in the following
day 's papers. The national golf
championship
and
an
automobile
road
race,
together, crowded politics right
out of the front section of most
PaPen,
It has-154n nid that if everanybody stages a revolution in
Chile. he had better make a
thorough study of the sports
programs before fixing a date
for the event. Otherwise he will
without
himself
find
revolutionaties and rate only a
back-page paragraph in the
next day's papers.

County

Children's

Mayor busts son
during pot raid
Mayor Cooper White, of
Greenville, South Carolina, led
a marijuana raid on an
apartment in which his son,
aged 17, and 21 other young
men and women were arrested
and nearly $2,500 worth of
drugs were seized.
The mayor said he had
warned his son that he would
raid the apartment. He told his
son that if he was found there,
"I'd bust him, too."

Bureau,Lexington YMCS and the
WHEN discussing the untheatrical careers
Dr. Donald R. Herren, minister Lexington chapter of the Urban
actors have had before making it in show busiHills
United
of the Southern
ness, Lyle Waggoner's is one worth mentioning.
League.
Methodist Church in Lexington, His numerous honors includeWaggoner wan an encyclopedia salesman for a
will be the baccalaureate speaker Outstanding Young Man for 1962
number of years. But then that's really not so
far- removed- -from-the world of acting.- -13othat Murray State University June by the Lexington Junior Chamber
depend on winning over an audience to sell
4.
of Commerce, one of three
them. regardless of whether it's an encycloHe will deliver the address to
same
the
there's
Then
plot.
Outstanding Young Men in
believable
or
a
pedia
graduating
class
spring
the
48th
stoical need to press on after a closed door or
Kentucky for 1964 by the Kenat 8 p.m. in the university
a bad audition. And both selling and acting in
tucky
-Junior Chamber of Comauditorium. His topic will be
their most basic forms are a matter of talking
merce, the Dintinguished Alumni
effectively.
"The Time for Heroes."
WORTH REPEATING
Award from Union College in
Not surprisingly Lyle was well prepared for
Commencement exercises are
Outas
Cup
Optimist
cannot hope to build a
We
the
1965,
happened
it
all
Actually
jobs.
switch
in
his
scheduled for 10 a.m. June 5 in
standing Citizen of Lexington in better world without improving
when a theatrical company came to his homewith
Nick
T.
the
fieldhouse
town for a season of summer stock. They were
1967 and the Sertoma Club Ser- the individual. Toward this
Newberry of Omaha, national
doing "Li'l Abner" and needed a few extras to
to Humanity Award in 1968. end, each of us must work
president of Woodmen of the vice
fill out the cast. That's 'where Lyle came in,
June, 1969, he was presented a toward his own highest
In
World, as the speaker.
making his Stage debut in the process.
Doctri of Divinity degree from development.
• *
A native of Corbin, Dr. Herren
—Madame Curie
College.
AFTER THAT meager beginning, he realized
was involved in the founding of Union
that he couldn't -be confined to the drudgery at
the Southern Hills Church in 1959
an eight hour a day job any more. And so be
and has served as minister since
westward-ho
to
went
give
bags
and
his
packed
that time. The congregation has
big-time show businesea try. The unusual thing
grown from the original 13
though, —unlike the legions of hopefuls who
members to the present 1,600.
yearly head out go Hollywood only to turn
around after starving, Lyle Waggoner made it.
Before beginning his work at
After only two,months, he reports "I was in
Southern Hills, he had served as
business and established as an actor."_ which
minister of the First Methodist
he does admit was -very lucky." The first stop
Church, also in Lexington, since
in Hollywood was acting school. Knowing that
1952.
he wanted the theater, he decided:"i'd take admany
civic
Active in
vantage of anything that makes ihe more saleable as an actor." Drama and dance lessons
capacities, Dr. Herren has
folkmreck.
served as chairman of the
His early credits around this period include
Juvenile Advisory Board of
three low-budget filhis. 'It's something every
Relatively new in show business, Lyle WagFayette County, doing extensive
actor has to go through." But Lyle is quick to
goner, a regular member of the fun on "The
work in guidance and counseling
add that it was a valuable experience. -The
Carol Burnett Show," thinks the program has
youth.
good part of being an actor, I now know techhim on excellent theatrical education.
given
He teaches as adjunct
nically what to do as a result of those films."
It also aroused his interest in the film medium,
would like to combine that image with his per- professor of Methodist history,
reflected in his present goal "to establish myvading interest in a film career. "Disney-type doctrine and polity at the
self in the movies."'
films are the kind I want to do." He was think- Lexington Theological Seminary,
• • •
ing along the lines of the comedies of Dick where he graduated and did postULTIMATE goals aside, LY`ile Waggoner right
Van Dyke, James Garner. and Cary Grant
graduate work. He is also a
now is in the theatrically enviable position of
His preference in material would be "to play
graduate of Union College,
being featured on the very successful -Carol
myself in a comedy role.'
Barbourville, and.did additional
Burnett Show:" A fast-paced and entertaining
- •
•
*
hodg—podge of comedy sketchei, the program
post-graduate
work at Norsumthe
RIGHT NOW Lyle is in the midst of
calls on an actor's every talent. Lyle thinks of
mer hiatus. Fite time at home in 'Encino is thwestern University, Evanston,
his past four years there as an education, all of
the house. A
which he feels - makes me a better actor." And ,spent in making furniture for
Dr. Herren was elected to the
hobby now, Lyle says, "It developed out of nehe also notes there's the chance to do "so many
'
1
SENATOR from the FIRST
•
cessity when we couldn't afford furniture." Fayette County school board in •
more things than other shovrs "
While the motive is no longer there. Lyle still 1968. Currently he.is a member of
Lyle's inclusion in the cast four years ago
SENATORIAL DISTRICT
was the end to Executive Producer Joe Hamil- enjoys building an occasional bench or chair. the Union College board of
•
(Paid
for by Charles 0.Davis as his own Treasurer)
41
he
own,"
your
mote
place
makes
the
"It
type."
AlHudson
for
"a
Rock
search
ton's
trustees and on the board of
thought. His pretty wife, Sharon. agrees.
though Lyle was then and still is under condirectors
of
the
Union
,
College
Before returning to Hollywood to begin tap*****************
tract and enrolled in the new talent program
Alumni Association, the Fayette
ing "The Carol Burnett Show" for next season,
-it 20th Century-Fox. the necessary arrangeFund,
Lyle Waggoner wilt be appearing in "Boing County United Community
ments were made, allowing him to join the talBoing." returning to where it all began for him, the Central Kentucky chapter of
ented "Carol Burnett" crew,
the American Red Cross, and the
summer stock in Ohio.
Aware of his Hudsonesque casting, Lyle

Who saves
for the future
with us?

*****************
CHARLES 0. DAVIS
will vote against the appointment of the

Property Value Administrator or "Tax
Commissioner",
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will not vote for another
• raise in the Senator's salaries.
• CHARLES 0. DAVIS will support legislation
improving the Criminal Justice System.
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will try in every way to
get insurance rates reduced for the good
automobile operator.
* VOTE and WORK FOR *

iCHARLES 0. DAVIS

MURRAY BRANCH
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSN,
304 EAST MAIN STREET — Murray

Auction Sale
10:00 A.M.

About 6 Miles No. of Paris, Mile Off 641 Hwy
WATCH FOR AUCTION SIGNS
1 Red Belly Ford Tractor, 1 Bush Hog, 1 "John Deere"
Mower, 1 1965 Ford Pick,up with Racks, 1 1959 11
/
2 Ton International Truck with 19/
1
2ft. bed, 1 1964 1 Ton Ford Truck
with Fiat bed, 1 Long Wheel-base Cab-Over-Camper With:
Ice Box, Stove, Sink, Heater, Gas Lamp, Table, etc., 1 1967
Cbev,Pick-up, 1 Fiberglass Boat and 35 H.P. Johnson Motor
and Traler 1 4-Wheel Wagon with Bicycle Wheels, Tongue
and Shaves, 1 Mule -5 yr. old Sorrel Mare - 9 Hands and
Green Brock, 1 "Pair of Mules" -(6&7 yr. old Horse Mules)
( With Stocking Legs, Harness Included.—Broke to Work), I
hare sowed mrplace down and out of pasture, must reduce
my herd. This is a chance to buy good Calves and Stock Cows
off the farm, 1 Bull - 21
/
2 yrs. old- /
1
2 Charolais and /
1
2
Hereford, 3 Heifers - /
1
2 Charolais, 1 White Face Cow with
Twin Calves 14th Calf), 3 Black Angus Cows with Calves at
side,.I Black Angus Heifer—to "calf" sdon, 1 Bred Airshair
Col(had 1 calf), 2 Young Black Bulls -(vcight Approx. 500
lbs. each), 1 Cow—to "calf" soon(3rd calf), 10 Bulls, Heifers
and Steers----1 weigh 350-700 lbs.I, 2Sows - and 17 Pigs.

MANY MORE ITEMS NOT MENTIONED
Auctioneers:
Owner:
Shorty
McBride, No. 247
A. R. (Fuzzy) Hart
Jimmy McBride, No. 336

IMES

By EDWARD NE1LAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The environmental lobbyist is a
relatively new face in the
national crowd.
The little old lady in tennis
shoes who telephones her local
newspaper to complain of vaserattling noise by motorcycles
passing her home is part of the
lobbying process.
So is the neighborhood
citizens: group that collects
signatures to try and put an end
to environmental Mayhem
caused by dune buggies or
spear-fishermen or kite-fliers
or proliferation in parks or
beaches of those discarded
thingamajigs that pull off the
tops of soda or beer cans.
Around Capitol Hill, the state
house and city hall, more
sophisticated, sometimes fulltime lobbyists are beginning to
be -seen In greaten numbers.
The burgeoning environmental question with all its
ramifications has opened a
Pandora's' box of lobbying
interests and activity.
There is much jostling for
position as effort is expended to
and
promote
-prevent
legislation.
Everyone 'agrees that
something should be done
about the environment.
But beyond the. broad agreement on the existence of a
problem, there is room for
disagreement on what should
be done, how i should be done
and where the power of
decision should rest.
And, very importantly, there
is contention over who should
pay for the Big Cleanup.
Some „voices have been
raised to demand that
government pick up the bill.
Others say industry can do
the job — for a price,
Herbert D. Doan, president
of the Dow Chemical Co., said,
•The search for profit must be
recognized as a Motivator, a
aseful tool. If we-an define a
market in ent'iretittiental

FOR

tgentrol. Y Im convinced that
the search, for profit and
competition will provide useful.
low-cost solutions."
While some balked at the
idea of industry making money
from cleaning up its own mess,
others concurred.
Itn editorial in the publication Environmental Science
and Technolop, published by
the
American Chemical
Society, said, -The best hope
for cleaning up the nation's
mess may well lie with those
who have financial incentive to
do the job-'Unless there is sonic
radical change in the way that
America conducts its economic
affairs, pollution control will
probably be achieved by those
who make,money doing it."
An administration official
said. "We must control the
despoilers of America — the
polluters of our land, our water
and our air —while keeping the
despoilers of democracy' from
turnipg n"ew government
controls into tax-wasting
rackets.
•'Mere is need to recognize
that every new function of
overnment that carries the
promise of a better life also
cares the possibility of more
repressive regulation and more
corruption."
Clues to the far-ranging
issues affected by antipollution
proposals are found in analyses

of damage to the environment.
PreSident Nixon. in an environmental
message- to

Congress.-- said, "Water
pollution has three principal
sinirces municipal, industrial
and agricultural wa.sles.
•'Most air pollution is.
produced by the burning of
fuels. About half is produced t)
motor vehicles. Industries,
jiower plants, furnances, incinerators -- these and other
so-called -stationary sources'
add enormously to the pollution
of the air.''
The specialized interests involved in that partial listirw
:i1(.ro, arc myriad

Among those who 'would
stand to gain or lose by the
lid we and scope of attacks on
air and water pollution, for
instancei. are municipal
governments and their taxpayers, major industries such
as the oil, automotive and
electric power and many
varieties of businesses.

MOTORCYCLE

Kentucky
area
Central
Vocational School.
He served as chairman of the
Good Samaritan Hospital
building campaign and is now on
the board of trustees of the
hospital. Dr. Herren was also on
the steering committee for the
tax referendum for Fayette
County schools.
He has served as chairman of
the board of trustees of the
Wesley foundation at the
University of Kentucky and as a
member of the Student
Publications Board at UK. His
other board memberships include Blue Grass Boys Ranch

RACES
SUNDAY - MAY516
Time Trials
1:00 P.M.
Races
2:00 P.M.
3 TROPHIES/FEATURE
2 TROPHIES/HEAT
* Five Classes
* Good Track
* 3 Extra Attractions

Announcement

MINIBIKE RACE
v TROPHY DASH
v SHARP BIKE CONTEST
pack located off U.S. 121 South on Locust Grove
Church Road ... Follow signs from Murray.

ALL RIDERS MUST HAVE AMA CARDS
Sponsored by

KEN LAKE CYCLE CLUB, Inc.
Sanctioned by

WKCRA and AMA
• Refreshments at Track
• Two Minibike Classes

William R. Furcfies
I, would like to take this opportunity to anpounce my candidacy for City Councilman of the
City of Murray, Ky., on May 25, 1971.

0-50 cc and 51-75 cc.

• Donation '1.50
contact ...

After 38 years in business in Murray,I feel that
I know some of the problems and the needs of
Murray.

THOMAS HONDA SALES
(753-1822)

.- If elected I will do my best to make Murray a
better place to live.
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Dear Editor:

Even though I'm late
observe Christian Fan
at the proper time, pies
me to write sometl
cerning this great obsei
our Woman's Christi
perance Union.The dat
be observed was May
thus ending on Mother'
Mother's Day we thin]
our mothers have or stil
to us, and try to shov
way this appreciation.
that heredity traits in
are strengthened or
through the behavior pi
health habits of the
When we consider sot
problems our corrunurr
meet, it is because
neglect or derelict
Homes are the foundat
society and, therefors
nation. To establish a
home is one of the r
complishrnents of am
couple, training a chil
way he should go; that
old he will not depart b

I quote from our Unic
monthly publication of
following, "Many pare
huge sums on their farm
of clothes, diversified s
activities, radios, te
cars, gadgets innumer
most dangerous of all—
to waste lives away.(
courts reveal that wi
these luxuries many h
devoid of love a
derstanding." A yoi
charged with forgery, i
before the judge- wa
"Son, do you remem
father, the father y
degraded?" "Oh yes,'
the prisoner who was a
judge knew his
fa
remember him well. Wh
to him for advice
panionship, he would
from his book on the lam
and say, "Run away, t
busy." My father fin]
book, made a good rec
lawyer, but here Jam !
true with some of you
You have no time
children, and do not g
the help they need now
your wonderful oppor
really help them to grov
that man or woman
appreciate. Parents,
think, act now.

May I share with you a
from
Madame
E
Schumann-Heink, who
way into the hearts of t
This is her description
"A roof to keep out the
walls to keep out the win
to keep out the cold.
home is more than that
laugh of a baby, the s
mother, the strength of
Warmth of loving Shea
from happy eyes, 11
loyalty, comradeship.
the first school and
church for young oni
they can learn what is r
is good, and what is kb
they go for comfort whe
hurt or sick. Where joy
and sorrow eased. Whe
and mothers are resp
loved. Where child
wanted. Where the skin
is good enough for king
it is earned. Where mo
so important as loving
Where even the teake
from happiness. This
God bless it!"

There are so many for
world today that would
and destroy the horn
determine that, with G
we will hold the star),
and thus add anothe
strength and moral fo
country we love. Than
giving victory over Us
alcoholic beverages c
our county, the pledge
League and others to
present elements foe's
beverages. WCTU foil
per cent for keeping a
secure.

— OR —
Sincerely,

Your vote and influence will be'greatly appreciated.

H&H CYCLE SHOP
(753-8078)

William R Furches

For Rules Governing Minibike Races

REPRESENTATIVE

ELECT KENNETH C. IMES 5th DISTRICT STATE REPRESENTATIVE

THE MAN FOR THE PEOPLfirALE THE PEOPLE

"YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID
0:St.

As The Next

•

Environmental lobbyists
•
ioining crowded ranks

Entrepreneurs!

Saturday, May 15

Fayette

By Dwain McIntosh

ly Silt DUNN

By CARLOS VIEJO
Copley News Service

13 1971

Mt KRAY, KENTUCKY

If

(Paid for by friends of the candidate)

Lorene Clayton
Hazel, Kentucky

QUAKE CONFAB
It
WASHINGTON
Dffice of Emergency 1
ness
has announc
seismologists, scient
gineers and disaster
have been invited
international confect
earthquake hazards, tc
May 20 to 25 in San
A spokesman said t
Union was invited It
representative., but
Nationalist China
repwented
na was not j!‘Arr
invi

971
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LETT'ERS''EDITOR
Dear Editor:

Even though I'm late to really
observe Christian Family Week
at the proper time, please permit
me to write something concerning this great observance by
our Woman's Christian Tern. perance Union.The date it was to
be observed was May 2- May 9,
thus ending on Mother's Day. On
Mother's Day we think of what
our mothers have or still do mean
to us, and try to show in some
way this appreciation. We know
that heredity traits in children
are strengthened or weakened
through the behavior pattern and
health habits of the parents.
When we consider some of ae
problems our communities mtt
meet, it is because of child
neglect or derelict parents.
Homes are the foundation of our
society and, therefore, of our
nation. To establish a Christian
home is one of the major accomplishments of any young
couple, training a child in the
way he should go; that when he is
old he will not depart therefrom.
I quote from our Union Signal,
monthly publication of WCTU the
following, "Many parents spend
huge sums on their family, plenty
of clothes, diversified sports and
activities, radios, televisions,
cars, gadgets innumerable, and
most dangerous of all—idle time
to waste lives away. Children's
courts reveal that with all of
these luxuries many homes are
devoid of love and understanding." A young man
charged with forgery, who stood
before the judge- was asked,
"Son, do you remember your
father, the father you have
degraded?" "Oh yes," replied
the prisoner who was aware the
judge knew his
father, "I
remember him well. When I went
to him for advice or companionship, he would look up
from his book on the law of trusts
and say, "Run away, boy, I am
busy." My father finished his.
book, made a good record as a
lawyer, but here I am !"Is this
true with some of you parents?
You have no time for your
children, and do not give them
the help they need now? This is
your wonderful opportunity to
really help them to grow
b.
you can
that man or woman
"
appreciate. Parents, .stcip and
think, act now.

Inga's eyelashes
nothing to wink at
story in a soft voice while she
By RENA M.PEDERSON
deftly shapes and,snips at piles
(UPI)
—
False
eyeDALLAS
of lashes, which ley like dozens
lashes for men?
Why not? asks a slender •of centipedes on the glass
counter.
blonde who now makes 1,000
different kine_of_eyehrithe,,, forat____hi concention camp
She spent three-and-a-half
women.
"If their eyes stand out years in a concentration samp
more it's a definite business during World War II and then
advantage because men often worked as a photographer's
judge each other by the look in model in Germany.
"My photographer and I
their eyes," says Inge Borg.
Inge says she would rather needed more expression in the
have a sack full 'of eyelashes eyes and 1 took up the challenge rar my own,"she sae!.
than a pot of gold.
Afiet trying several meBut that's practically the
same thing in her case since she thods, she developed the Inge
sells 50 million pairs of them a Lash, using her own hair and
worked out a special sailor's
month at luxury prices.
"All women look so much knot technique to held them
better with a little extra firmly in place.
warmth around the eyes," Inge
, had-to keep my eyelashes
said. "As he kisses you gooda
isee.ret for 12 years .beeause
bye he needs totook into four
eyes. He doesn't care if they're bear- then wearing artificial
yours or not as long as they are lashes was like saying you were
a prostitute. It was a dirty
pretty."
Prices for her eyelashes word."
From mocieJing Inge went
range from 825 to $500 for
into
the chant sehool business
diamond lashes to $4,000 a
pair for tailor-made-with- and built up 10 schools in
your-own-hair varieties. Her Germany and 15 in Caned!.
new collection for Neiman- She also had her own television
Marcus even has pink and blue show.
"But it was so exhaasting. I
frosted fashions for dressy oc- decide
to unmask my secret
casions.
and market my eyelashes," she
She says her lashes are made said.
of a very fine synthetic hair
and are applied under and not
She consulted with cosover the woman's own eye- metics experts in Hollywood
lashes.
and New York; who adviaS
"Anyone who wears mas- her to take out a patent. '
cara is skilled enough to put
"It doesn't protect me,
them on. You just pat on a though, " she said. "It just
glue — which I invented my If gives me the right to sue. All
of brandy and sugar — and 41/6 .the others are using my methem on.
thod new anyway.!
Until recently she marketed
"raradinically the • glue
holds the lashes in place while her lashes and accessories from
York,
swimming or even surfing, but Hollywood, New
you can easily pull them off
with a light motion of the.
thumb and forefinger."
For cleaning the lashes Inga
invented her own fluid to dissolve muck, mascara and glue
and leave the lashes fluffy and
soft as new.
_
"It's like -a good leather
shoe, the nioie you use them
the better they are. They.
should last you a lifetime," she
said.
Inge tells Of her succe%s

local Group
Attends Paris
Conference

May I share with you a quotation
from
Madame
Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, who sang her
way into the hearts of the world.
This is her description of home:
"A roof to keep out the rain; four
walls to keep out the wind. Floors
to keep out the cold. Yes, but
home is more than that. It is the
laugh of a baby, the song of a
mother, the strength of a father.
Warmth of loving ,hearts, light
from happy eyes, kindness,
loyalty, comradeship. Home is
the first school and the -first
church for young ones, where
they can learn what is right, what
is good, and what is kind. Where
they go for comfort when thpy are
hurt or sick. Where joy is shared
and sorrow eased. Where fathers
and mothers are respected and
loved. Where children are
wanted. Where the simplest food
is good enough for kings, because
it is earned. Where money is not
so important as loving-kindness.
Where even the teakettle sings
from happiness. This is home.
God bless it!"

London and West Germany.
Now she is headquartered at
Neiman-Marcus in. Dallas,
where she lives with her two
daughters, Inge Jr. 11, and Inge
II, 12.
"I have always used handicapped persons for my work
by teaching them to tie the
lashes with my own method. I
will be making all my product&
in this area," she said.

//

By JAMES N. MILLER

Centr'fil Press Association
along the slope: On riding
Correspondent
mowers, mow up and down.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. --On a
Never pull a push-type mower.
a residential area here,
You could very easily slip, fall, street inmechanical
arm reaches
a huge
and pull the mower up over your out from a tru‘it. grabs a barfeet
rel-of-trash troff•the curb, than
Never refuel a hot engine. The tosses it into the truck.
gasoline fumes could ignite and
Not toe) surprising in this
explode. If the mower runs out of electronic age. Yet the, new
gas before the job is complete. trash and garbage pickup syspark it in the shade and let it cool tem' unlike anything ever tried
before, might eventually be
before attempting to pour more used by every city in the nagas in the tank.
:.
tion. Already, at a time when
Also remember the power costs are skyrocketing everymower is not a toy and definitely-where, Scottsdale is using the
not something for children to try system to reduce collecting
to operate. Although it may be costs by one-third, an expected
year.
provided with the maximum of city.aavings of 8200,000 a
safety features, it is still In addition, the system has
these advantages, according to Here's the new trash-grabbing machine, operating In Arizona. The
potentially dangerous and if used Scottsdale officials:
carelessly or improperly, can, 1—Home owner doesn't even automatic arm reaches sideways from the street to snatch huge
contraption is supervised and operated by
maim or kill. By observing the have to provide his own con- Irish barrels. Oddsimply
flicks a switch to put it to working.
wink driver who
foregoing rules and exercising tainer: -huge trash cans, avail.
caution, it is, however, safe able free to each resident, have hand. Controls are electrical of 300 families an hour.
How did it all happen? The
hinged lids, cannot roll away and operate a hydraulic apenough.
paratus that uses devices called basic idea for the unique plan
the.‘
and
are
virtually
dogand
catMaintain the Mower, keep
came from Government Innosolenoids.
,•
blade balanted, treat it with Prwf.
The truck may use a gasoline vators, a group of Scottsdale
who
develrespect, and a beaulful, well- 2—City engineers
or a Diesel engine, has two engineers who received a grant
the unique operation do
trimmed lawn can be had, and oped
axles and a seven-ton payload. for the purpose in the spring of
plan
to
patent
the
results
not
Its short wheel base, two-axle I969 from the Government
safely.
part
of their ingenuity. Any

LEXINGTON, Ky.—The power
mower is a boon to homeowners,
but rarely does a spring or
summer go by without reports of
one or more persons being
seriously injured or killed by one
of these small, but powerful
machines.
Normally, these efficient and
handy little grass cutters are safe
enough, but only when properly
used and treated with respect.
Otherwise they can be deadly.
To keep from becoming a
power mower casualty this
summer, Darrel A. Apps of the
UK Department of Horticulture
makes these recommendations:
First study the owner's manual
always furnished with the
machine and become familiar
with the mechanics of its
operation. Then observe the
following rules.
Check the plot to be mowed and
remove all debris—sticks, stones,
bottles, cans, and other objects.
The whirling blade of the mowr
can pick up and hurl small objects with the force of a bullet.
Keep all persons or pets away
Nonprofit landlord
from the scene and make sure
NE11 NORIX (ITO -- One
they stay out of the area until the of
Imirriea's largest landlords
job is done.
ha, been in the housing businCut grass only when it is dry.
two years rt is in the
Wet grass can cause you to slip
a Rit,1 million building
and catch your foot under the program in some 20 cities and
mower with exceedingly painful ,eek. no profit.
•
results. Besides you can do a
is the Volun1 he Lindh
much peater job of mowing when teer, of America,- a social
the grass is dry.
%ellare organization nosv obNever, never try to unclog a ,en,ing it
5th Anniversary.
itich annually
power mower when the motor is he \
running. This could very easily help, more than 2 million
mean a mangled hand or missing peirplc in need, regardless of
fingers. As a matter of fact, it is race, 1,,14,1- or creed, now has
always wise,*hen doing any kind about :15 apartment complexes
of work on the mower, to shut it either completed. under conon the drawing
off and disconnect the spark plug tructii0
lewd,. By the end of this
wire.
liopes to be nonWhen using a walk-behind, or decade, it.
profit landlord to 100,000 low
push-type mower on sloping
and lover middle income
lawns, always mow sideways tenants.

of it is now available to any
community. In fact, a leading
plastic manufacturer plans to
make a movie of the system for
nationwide viewing.
• • •
USING only one truck driver
who works in an air-conditioned
truck with an FM-radio, Scottsdale is now collecting refuse
from 1,500 homes each day. A
single truck and one man will
thus serve 9,000 homes each
week. Under the old system one
man could serve only 3,000
homes. The work is quickly
learned and anything but strenuous.
The truck's 8-foot long, telescoping 'arm can grasp trash
containers located 12 feet from
the side of the truck. It's a control system designed so the
trash barrel, which empties the
grabbed refuse into the truck,
is guided by the operator's

design makes it maneuverable Bureau of Solid Waste Manageenough to operate efficiently ment.
• ss
along either streets or alleys.
It can even grasp containers
A NEW and equally ingenious
on curbs beyond parked care, device is now being tested
or collect from either side of an throughout the Arizona resialley.
dential area. Not only does it
Truck equipment is built to -pick up trash automatically and
handle .300-gallon trash cans grind it up; it also can cut the
but could be adapted to handle lawn.
Literally this machine breaks
80-gallon containers. The truck
now used has a Diesel engine, up the debris--botUes, cans and
air conditioning, automatic other waste that people throw
transmission, and costs about out of their cars. The spinning
$33,000.
mowing blades convey the de• • •
-brig through -a huge. rubber
AN improved "nn-stop hose into a small trash trailer
truck" costing an estinflited hooked 'behind- -a—trentor-Ilie
$35,000 is on the design table. cutting blades work on the
It will collect 80-gallon trash tract* hydraulic mechanism.'
The entire device can be decane equipped with conveyormounted collars that will grab tached from the tractor, so it
a trash can, empty it and re- cap also be used for grass
turn it to the pavement, all trfmming work along the resiwithout having' to stop. It will dential curbs, of which there
then idle down to six miles an are about 30 miles within the
hour.and load trash at the rate city limits.

;

"And I will be makinreyelashes for men."

Wall Street
Chatter

NEW YORK (UP!)—If uneaThe Paris, Tennessee weekend siness over the dollar's overconference of Jehovah's Wit- seas problems knocks stock
nesses was an outstanding event prices downward "investors
according to G. R. Bandarra, Jr., may be offered an unusually
presiding minister of the Murray attractive buying opportunity,"
area group that has just retur- Paine, Webber, Jackson &
ned. "We feel that this semi- Curtis believes. The company
annual Bible conference will says domestic economic devehave a considerable impitti on lopments are "constructive"
the lives of Jehovah's witnesses," and adds the only unknown is
the "rate" of economic recovehe stated.
Highlighting the theme of the ry. "Therefore, any significant
assembly, "Implanting of the decline in equity prices...should
Word," Kelsey B. Crist, circuit provide a buying opportunity
minister, commented in his for investors—or a selective
baptism discourse on Saturday, basis," the firm observes.
"To dedicate one's life to God in a
world full of discord means that "The most dangerous course
one must accept the Bible's for investors at this point in the
principles in his heart as a way of market cycle is not to own
life." Twenty-eix new ministers Mocks and to be waiting for a
significant dip before making
were baptized.
On Saturday evening there purchases," according to Eastwere a series of talks and man Dillon, Union Securities &
dramatizations showing how Co. The company believes the
whole families, including 1000 level on the Dow Jones
children,can be aided by regular, industrial average "will be
weekly Bible study. It was penetrated over the next few
pointed out that Jehovah's months" and says it "would not
There are so many forces in the Wittriesses worldwide conducted be surprised if this were to
world today that would tear down more than 1,146,378 such studies occur before a major correction."
and destroy the home. Let us every week last year.
The present bull market
determine that, with God's help, The climax of the conference
we will hold the standard high was reached Sunday afternoon has completed its first phase
and thus add another unit of when 1,204 in attendance heard and stocks have "adjusted from
strength and moral force to the the discourse, "What Is Behind a condition of general undervacountry we love. Thank God for the Spirit of Rebellion?" Joseph luation to one of fair valuagiving victory over the curse of Sala, district minister., , said, tion," Equity Research Assoalcoholic beverages coming to "Open Rebellion has hit many ciates says. The company says
our county, the pledge of the Dry segments of society' and it there are as many overvalued
League and others to help fight touches everyone to some as undervalued stocks and that
present elements for sale of the degree." "It is impossible to find most issues "are selling about
beverages. WCTI.1 folk are 100 the real reason for the where they ought to be selling."
per cent for keeping our homes Widespread resistance today Equity feels the "key to
secure.
without aecepting the Bible," the success" from now on will be
speaker continued."It shows that the ability to identify which
Sincerely,
today's rebellious attitudes are issues will lead the third phase
caused by the original spirit —"where investor psychology
Lorene Clayton
rebel, Satan, and that the only carries stocks to levels of
Hazel, Kentucky
real solution is not in man's extreme overvaluation."
hands but God's. However,
Christians can overcome the May is a "normally choppy
The
problems of race, materialism, month," TPO Inc. warns.
QUAKE CONFAB
firm says some baking and
not
by
and
war
breakdown
family
)—The
WASHINGTON (UP!
filling may appear after a
Office of Emergency Prepared- guesswork, but by applying the minor recovery. "But regardness has announced that Scriptures as a sure guide on all less of the need for the major
seismologists, scientists, en- attitudes and relationships."
averages to consolidate further,
gineers and disaster experts
the pattern of rotation throughhave been invited to an LIME ROCK, Conn. (UPI)—
out the list is still predomininternational conference on Mark Donohue of Media, Pa.,
ant," TPO believes.
earthquake hazards, to be held driving a factory-backed JaveMay 20 to 25 in San Francisco. lin, will drive off from the tiole°
SPANISH TRAINS
A spokesman said the Soviet position today in the 200-mile
Two diesel locomotives,
Union was invited to send a Schaefer Tfans-American made in Spain. the first of an
representatives but will not. Championship Auto Raoe. Don- order of 100, have been shipped
will be ohue set a mark of 93.28 miles to Brazil for use on the
Nationalist China
14,,P8k.
e4
7***Sktfl‘IK8ILIntX01/44140110494 :IVUAL.D40,
order amounts to $22
na was no ui..
,
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Users Of Power Lawn He's Collecting Trash i*Nnlessly!
Mowers Need Caution

Miirray, Kentucky . . . West Kentucky's Fastest Growing City!

To the Citizens of Calloway County:
I appreciate very much the privilege of representing you in the State
Senate at Frankfort.
I believe you realize I have worked hard during the past three and,one-half
years as Frist District State Senator to bring about continued progress in
West Kentucky.
Only since the recent special session of the Kentucky General Assembly
concerning reapportionment has it been my opportunity to represent
Murray and Calloway County, the fastest growing area in West kehtlicitY•
As a native and former resident of Murray, please know that I want to
have the chance to work for future growth and progress in Murray and
Calloway County during the next four years as your State Senator.
I ask that you please support my candidacy. If re-elected I will work for
you during the next four years as your State Senator the best way I possibly
can.
Best Wishes to you from my wife Joyce, my daughter Kelly and me.
Sincerely,

CARROLL HUBBARD, JR. ,
First District State Senator
116

(Paid for by Carroll Hubbard,Jr., Mayfield Ky., Treasurer)
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Police Department
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SST Revived

In House, In
Today
were Senate

7
.Z9217b#44lig!
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Dear Editor:

Today's Stock
Market

Purchase Area
Hog Market

UPI)—The
YORK
NEW
Federal State Market News
On behalf of the Calloway stock market opened mixed in
May 13, 1971
Service
totrading
active
County Council on. Drug moderately
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Five traffic collisions
Education and the gamma day.
(UP!)—The gamma chapter of Beta Sigma Shortly after the opening, Market Report Includes 10
Investigated on Wednesday by
(SST), Phi sorority, I would like to advances led declines, 164 to Buying Stations
transport
supersonic
the officers of the Murray Police
Department. No injuries were revived in a close vote in the express our appreciation to you 157, among the 453 issues Receipts: Act. 559 Est. 900
listed on the reports filed by the House, faced a more hostile and your fine staff for the time crossing the tape. But the Dow Barrows and Gilts mostly steady
_
officers concerning the accidents Senate today whose leader said and effort you gave on behalf of Jones industrial average was Sows steady
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $17.25-17.75;
that occurred during the rains in the issue might inspire a our recent Drug Education off 0.84 at 936.62.
filibuster
Union Carbide dipped % to US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $16.75-17.25;
Murray.
Talent Show.
the
Nixon
urged
President
at
p
collision
3:02
the
in
48% in the chemicals. Mon- US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $16.25-16.75;
Involved
In. were a 1967 Ford two door Seriate to approve $85 million in Members of the drug council santo lost % to 45%, but US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 815.75-16.25;
driven by 0. R. Jeffrey of 904 funds for the 1,800-mile per have found through experience Eastman Kodak gained % to Sows
North 18th Street, Murray, and a boor airliner voted Wednesday that the drug problem is more a 81%. Dow Chemical and Allied US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 113.50-14.25;
1965 Ford two door driven by by the House, which reversed a people problem and no one wants Chemical were unchanged at US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50.13.50;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50.
stand it had taken in Mardi.
Ruth Alexander of Sturgis.
to get involved. We appreciate 99% and 32%, respectively.
Police said both cars were But Senate Democratic Lead- citizens such as yourself and In the oils, Jersey Standard
going north on Doran Road when er Mike Mansfield said he others who are willing to help surrendered % to 78%, with
Jeffrey stopped for a stop sign at would be in no hurry to call up emphasize the importance of Atlantic Richfield down % to
2. Occidental lost ti to 20%,
/
Doran Road at Highway 94. The ticS House bill. When it did attention to a problem. It is only 751
Alexander car attempted to stop, come up, he said, he expected a through the involvement of but Texaco gained % to 37.
From The
but the breaks failed, and the car filibuster.
people that we can even begin to Phillips and Pennzoil held
steady at 31 and 35, in that
hit the Jeffrey car, according to The House resurrected the touch upon the problem.
controversy by converting an
order.
the police report.
to 21 in the
Damage to the Jeffrey car was gs5 million appropriation to Copies of the lodger & Times Armco added
on the rear bumper and gravel terminate the contract for the both announcing and covering the steels. US. Steel and Jones & By United Press International
pan andto the Alexander car on futuristic plane into a sum for talent show were delivered to the Laughlin were unchanged at COLUMBUS, Ohio—Student
aul Owen, of Case Western
2
1
1 respectively.
'
:
the front bumper and front right further research and develop- office of the Governor and other 34% and 16/
University, describing
fender.
ment
state officials last week. All In the automotive group,
The collision at 3:30 p.m. at In a roll call vote, it passed expressed appreciation for your General Motors slipped Is to some of the evidence allegedly
North 14th and Olive Boulevard the bill 201 to 197. Because the concern and help with the drug 86%. Ford also lost % to 66%, proving that a paint company
was between a 1970 Cortina four vote was close, House Republi- problem.
but Chrysler and American had been had been pumping
Motors were unchanged at 30% waste into the Cuyahoga River:
door driven by Zetta Yates can Leader Gerald R. Ford had
were out (in a rowboat)
reserves,
Murray
his
Route
in
Seven
throw
of
Hudson
to
We feel fortunate to have had the and 6%, respectively.
and a 1970 Plymouth two door Including six Republicans who co-operation of your fine paper Westinghouse dropped a full for four days and at the end of
driven by Thomas Edward changed their votes at the last and sincerely hope that our ef point to 891
2 in the electronics. that tithe the boat had a six/
gained % to 343, inch stripe all the way around
minute.
however,
Cooley of Hickman.
desired
IBM,
forts will achieve their
Police said Cooley, going north In March the House defeated results.
as did Control Data to 72%. it."
Honeywell climbed I to 111%.
on 14th Street, failed to see the an SST appropriations bill 215
Hudson cargoing west on Olive to 204. House members who Thank you,
UAL Inc. was unchanged a BOSTON—Lobsterboat owner
Gaziano, describing
Joseph
Boulevard, and the cars collided. switched their votes cited as
3934 among the airlines. Pan
and TWA dipped Is each to 18 alleged harassment' of his
Damage to the Cortina was on the reasons the smaller appropria- Wlllard Ails, R. Ph.
fishing vessele by Russian boats
left front fender and to the tion this time and the fact that Chairman, Calloway County and 31%,respectively. Amen
in waters off New England:
Plymouth on the right front the project would produce jobs. Council on Drug Education
gained II( to 34%.
Nixon, in a statement issued
In the aircrafts, Boeing and "About 20 Russian boats
fender.
At 9:22 pm, a collision oc- shortly after the vote, pledged Don Brock, Co-Chairman
Lockheed added k's each to 25% steamed in formation across all
curred on the parking lot of the the SST would not be commit- Barletta Wrather, Treasurer
and 13%, respectively. General 19 of our lines.. They took traps,
Central Shopping Center.at U. S. ted to production until "all Lucille Ross, R. N.
Dynamics was unchanged at 31, lines—everyihing that War in
Highway 641 North between a environmental concerns have Arlie Scott
as was United Aircraft at 43%. their nets — aboard their
. HIGH SEASON—Strings attached to kites of all shapes and sizes crisscross each other at a kite- 1965 Ford two door hardtop been thoroughly
satisfied." Robert Daniels
Walt Disney picked up 1% to boats.'
tournament held oo the California coast. The popularity of this old sport is soaring—with young driven by Johnny Myers Miller Some of the most effective Martha Ails
128%, but American Teleand people not so young.
BRUSSELS—A Jubilant Briof Hazel Route Two, and a 1966 opposition to the SST has corn Mimi Kletzel
phone gave up 1,t1 to 47%.
tish official following negotiaChevrolet two door hardtop from environmentalists.
Tom Turner
Uons opening the way for
driven by Eddie Lee Davenport In Seattle, the Boeing Co. Rev. Steven Davenport
Britain to join the European
of Hardin Route One.
said a new contract would have E. L. Kalb, M. D.
Economic Community by Jan.
Police said both cars were to be negotiated and signed if OdeUe V ance
May 11, 1971
1, 1973:
stopped at the stop sign at 641. Congress decides to revive the
ADULTS 98
"We are now definitely in.'
Miller was next to the curb and SST. The company's old conNURSERY 4
Davenport was in the center
tract with the government to SOCCER FRACAS
If when Davenport started to make build and test two SST
(UPI)—
SANTIAGO
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
a right turn and collided with the prototypes has been canceled.
it Some 1,500 Chilean soccer fans
estimate,
conservative
said.
report
police
the
car,
Miller
a
By
(Continued from Page 1)
the country. Many colleges and Australian inventor of the box
By ROBERT BEI i's
against
DISMISSALS
The Ford was damaged on the would take at least $300 million rioted after a game
to the four players
presented
universities sponsor kite kite, all designed models
Copley News Service
at
night
the first two test Argentina Wednesday
from any one club whose
contests, often as a resu1t of around the turn of the century left front and the Chevrolet on the more to get
One
stadium.
national
Rt.
the
2,
Paschall,
Barney
Hazel,
planes into the air.
100 feet or right front.
person was killed in the melee Thomas William Reagan, Rt. 3, aggregate score is the lowest of
, In the spring a younpter's design projects by aeronautical which lifted men
Twenty-seven minutes later a
more. The Japanese claim the
fancy lightly turns to thoughts and engineering students.
six injured.
and
Box 16, Murray, Mrs. Verde Mae any sfklar group participating.
12th
at
known
and
collision
occurred
was
kite
Kites come in all shapes and man-carrying centuries ago. Main Streets between a 1966
01 kite flying.
after Estu- Johnson, 504 N. 3t-d, Murray, Last year, the Paxton Park
started
riot
The
at the oldest 'mown sizes — diamond-shaped, in their country
diantes of la Platte, Argentina, Miss
Lochie
Shannon ladies from Paducah were the
Kites were used-in world War Mercury four door driven by
sports, it comes back fresh rectangular, square,
EspanoUnion
Chile's
defeated
Box
577,
Murray, wieners of this trophy.
Christopher,
get Jack Shroat of 302 South 13th
every year, when spring hexagonal, shaped like fish. Ito hoist observers aloft to forin the semifinal match of Robert Perry Hornsby, 813 Olive Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan 9nd
1-0
la
enemy
of
view
bPtter
a
Street,
a
Murray,
and
1964
breezes blow and spirits soar. birds, dragons, airplanes,
the Liberator's Cup champion- St., Murray, Harrell Alfred his assistants expect to have the
tifications. Another method Chevrolet two door convertible
YORK (UPI)—The ships.
Neither is its appeal only to butterflies, snakes; in paper, was to photograph enemy driven by Linda
CEW
Broach, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. 6,270-yard layout in top playing
Gayle McKeel of
between stock A group of about 1,500 of the Frances Ann Mellon and Baby condition for the tournament.
the young. Fathers find it a cotton, silk, fiber glass, territory from a kite camera
gap
widening
305 South llth Street, Murray.
fascinating diversion. It plastic, bamboo or balsa wood. operated by a rip cord. German
yields is being 70,000 spectators went on a Girl, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Patricia Ladies par on the course is 38-37The police said the McKeel car, yields and bond
They can cost from a few
provides relaxation for busy
some concern by rampage, throwing bottles and Ann Wet and Baby Girl, Rt. 3, 75.
World
with
in
idea
viewed
the
used
U-boats
men,inspiration for air-minded cents for a toy kite to around War II. A specially designed going south on 12th, had stopped the Fraser Management Asso- anything else they could get
Murray, J. T. Young,Rt. I, New
ART GIFT
scientists, thrills for kite-borne $500 for an elaborate affair of kite towed while the submarine for the traffic light at Main. ciates.
oil and water
their hands on. Three of the Concord, Mrs. Elzie May
1,500
About
tubing
synthetic
and
aluminum
Shroat,
also
going
south
12th
on
sportsmen.
was on the surface provided
If the expected economic
police trying to Roberts, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. color paintings, drawings and
"All kinds of people of all sailcloth that can carry a man enough lift to hoist an observer Street, could not stop on the wet improvement fails to materia- injured were
bring the crowd under control. Ruby Cope, Hardin, Mrs. Ethel etchings by Edward Hopper,
ages all over the world fly aloft.
and thus widen the field of pavement and hit the McKeel car lize, the company said, bondMae Hutson, Rt. 2, Hazel, Owen late American artist, valued at
in the rear end, according to the
kites," said Harvey Sellers, The delta-wing kite was vision.
stock relationships would bring
people of Hong Kong King, 204 Spruce, Murray, Baby more than $900,000 have been
The
police
report.
Damage
the
to
whose firm, Hi-Flier Kite Co., developed by Cape Kennedy
Other military uses for kites
given to the Whitney Museum
market.
last year ate 5,395 pigs, 435 Girl Linn.
of Decatur, ill., has been scientists as a means of include target practice, holding Shroat car was on the front end a "halt" to the bull
of American Art, New York.
cycle
business
a
"Meanwhile,
making and selling kites for 50 returning spacecraft to earth. up radio antennae and — and to the McKee'car on the rear
expansion based on growing
years. "It's more popular than Parachutes were used instead, probably the oldest — end.
•
consumer purchases, increased
ever it was. Some say it's but about five years ago an signaling, as in the Battle of
At midnight a collision ocrelated to man's interest in Australian engineer named Bill Hastings and earlier wars. curred on Chestnut Street bet- inventory demand, and a
space, his desire to be free." Moyes tested the delta design Lanterns were attached to ween a 1966 Chevrolet two door gradual upturn in capital goods
improve earnings
The American Kite-Fliers back home. He found a man them at night, to be replaced in hardtop driven by James Steele spending will
Association has its own could ride such a kite to a more modern wars by a bat- Simrall of Shelbyville and a 1963 and dividends sufficiently to
the preference for
magazine, Kite Tales, covering height of a thousand feet or tery-operated light.
Dodge two door sedan driven by continue
A kite was a regular part of Charles Donald Fosberg of stocks over bonds," Fraser
all sides of the sport from more, 10 times the altitude
said.
aerodynamics to general kite- reached by the flat kite popular many life rafts used in World Louisville.
War 21, for carrying a radio
flying news. It announces with water skiers.
Police said Stovall, going east
details of exhibitions and
The American Water Skiers antenna and guiding searchers. on Chestnut Street had slowed to "The market continues on the
side relative to current
Kites have carried rescue make a right turn.
contests and publishes letters Association has an offshoot, the
Fosberg came high
.from kite fliers all over the Kite-Fliers Club, which has lines to men stranded in off the Early Bird
earnings," Spear and Staff, Inc.
parking lot,
'world.
But, Spear said,
been holding competitions for floundering ships and on ice
to see the Shwa car in believes.
Between 30 and 40 million several years. Similar contests floes. Engineers have used failed
"have not overinvestors
'kites are sold in the United have ben held in Canada and them for raising telephone time to stop to avoid hitting it in anticipated the degree at
the
rear,
the
police
report
said.1
wires and for carrying cables
States every year, it is Australia.
•
improvement which
Both cars had beeh .moved economic
estimated. There are countless
Man-liftii* kites are not new. across a river to start conmaterialise in coming
should
more homemade ones. Kite Alexander Graham Bell. Capt. struction of a bridge. The when the police arrived at the months." Interim swings notNiagara Falls suspension scene. Damage to the Chevrolet vrithstanding, the firm expects
carnivals and competitions are B. S. F. Baden-Powell and
held in towns and cities across Lawrence
Hargrave, bridge was started in this way. was on the rear end and to the
averages will continue to
Dodge on the ,front end.
• the
edge up broadly over the year.

Quotes
News

Kite-flying enthusiasm
encompasses all ages

Hospital Report

George Hart...

Wall Street
Chatter

FORD for GOVERNOR
YOUTH DAY

Mrs. Ham,82,
Marshall, Dies
BENTON. Ky., May 12—Mrs
Victoria Ham. Benton Rt. 1,
lied Tuesday at 11 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah at
the age of 82.
Funeral rites will be conducted Thursday at 1 p.m. at Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church by the Rev. fora Mathis
and the Rev. L E. Moore. Burial will be in Unity Cemetery.
Mrs. Ham is survived by a
number of stepchildren and
nieces and nephews.
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SPEED DEMON
(LIM) vehicle t
put to the test Is

Latest I
Is Sli

By EUGENE V. R
WASHINGTON (U1
Backstairs at the %hi'
The latest polls
substantiate what tho
at the White House
President himself ha'
for some time—that
Nixon is slipping in p
Dissatisfaction with
In Vietnam and stub&
unemployment have
the ?resident's woes i
away some of the pi
the "new American rt
which he announced in
of the union mess
January.
The latest Harris p
Sen. Edmund Muskie,
the frontrunning D
favored in April by a
47 per cent to 39 per
President Nixon *HI
Wallace of Alabama
11 per cent and 3
undecided.
Even without Walla
race Nixon fared lid
picking up 5 points
cent. Muskie picked
points to 50 per cent
cent were undecided.
Tents Go UP
There is nothing I
spreading through t
House, _but there is
realization that som
ingrained trends mus
reversed if Nixon is
second term in office
As a consequence
ident can be expecte
greater attention to tl
American constitue
won him the electior
Almost as if to dran
redefined sense of ;
brightly colored tents
day-long salute to th
farmers began spring
the south lawn of I
House while remnan
antiwar protesters wt
by the thousands in St
last week still were in
Although the Vieti
and its constant drai
nation's resources an
are the source of
President Nixon's pro]
is said to be convince
policy of reducing the
involvement will have

The only surprising thing
about the recent drop, the
Alexander Hamilton Institute
nays is "that it wasn't steeper
in view of the heady gains in
the past few months." The
Institute says consolidation
phases are "necessary" in bull
markets and advises "stock
positions should be increased on
CliPs

"It is readily apparent from
technical evidence that the
I mseket most likely is in the
area of a peak," according to
Harris, Upham —Co. However
the colnpany said the severity
of a decline depends on the
SPEED LIMIT
broadness of the top and it sees
-no indications of severe"
PARIS (UP!)—A speed limit distribution. "Thus, at this
of 68 miles an hour, imposed stage. a pullback of only minor
last May, has caused trail', proportions is looked for," the
fatalities to drop throughout r firm says.
France.
Government officials 'said
Now You Know
Wednesday.
By Milted Press International
There were 14,828 highwan. in 1307 the British Parlideaths between April, 1970 and arnent outlawed the burning of
March, 1971, a drop . of 256
i in London while 'Parli.
during the same previous '
ameni was.ja.session. Ilitiew
r.
7a„ied a death Penalty

Saturday, May 15th
Look for the Ford for Governor Youth Volunteer in
Murray Saturday

FORD FOR GOVERNOR
HEADQUARTERS
North-4th Street
Now Open 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
FREE REFRESHMENTS — PLEASE STOP IN!

JOHN O. CITIZEN
sergvant-nt-arnis
in Columbus. sort:

l'elCazti; 1,4 the ::,1414
.pat.

tilt'
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n&ONIMUrtalk

Student Teaching
Summer Workshop
Planned At MSU
Public school supervisory and
instructional personnel who work
with student teachers from
Murray State University will
iliftt for the second annualstudent teaching summer
wpckshop this year July 19-21.
Billed as the "How Am I
Doing" conference,the three-day
non-credit meeting will include
the awarding of certificates of
participation to individuals and
school boards.
Co-directors of the workshop
will be Dr. John G.Taylor,newlynamed chairman of the departSPEED DEMON — It's the Linear Induction Motor
by the Garret Corp. of California at a cost of $2
(LIM) vehicle the Department of Transportation will
ment'df educational services and
million and will swish down a track at 250 mph. Secput to the test May 20 near Pueblo, Colo. It was built
director of student teaching, and
retary John A. Volpe is scheduled to test ride it.
E. Willie& 0. Price, assistant
professor of educational services.
They will be assisted in
working with about 50 participants by university coordinators in the student teaching
program. The workshop will
begin at 9a.m. July 19 and end at
1 p.m. July 21.
Applications for the free
tially elimimated gvietnam as a more interested in pushing his
workshop must be received in the
By EUGENE V. RLSHER
Office of Student Teaching not
— negative issue by the time the domestic reform program than By United PressInternatreial
WASHINGTON (UPI)
later than May 25. Individuals
Backstairs at the White House: 1972 political season rolls in explaining once again his
One way to halt a stocking
The latest polls tend to around.
Vietnam policies in hopes of run, or at least to slow its. pna- selected to participate will
Nixon Ignores Antis
substantiate what the experts
assuring some of his critics.
gress, is to give the guilty area receive tten notification about
The President virtually ig- In recent speeches before the a quick shot of hair spray. " June 1.
at the White House and the
President himself have known nored the protesters, turning Chamber of Commerce and the
* 5*
CHANGE SYSTEM
for some time—that Richard over to aides the job of coping Dalighters of American Revolubag from the
plastic
Tuck
a
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The
Nixon is slipping in popularity. with them. While they were tion he has' emphasized the cleaners into the side pocket
Justice Department has asked
peaceful
he
expressed
symwar
Dissatisfaction with the
conservative aspects of his of the golf bag. If a sudden Congress to approve
legislation
ln Vietnam and stubbornly high pathy for their desire to end policies.
shower occurs while you're on that would change the system
unemployment have added to the war, but bluntly told them
Reforms Will Help
bag
plastic
;he course, !mit the
under which U.S. Marshals are
the president's woes and taken they would not change his President Nixon's basic ap.- over the golf-bag, protecting
now appointed by the President
policies.
away some of the promise of
proach is that nothing is wrong both bag and clubs.
with the approval of the Senate.
the "new American revolution" When they got rowdy, he with the American social,
* 5*
The legislation would provide
which he announced in his state praised the police for cracking economic and governmental
If you are in doubt about that the Attorney -General
down
on
them.
—
--of - the union message - last
system that some reforms and and at wliar Tieigfit
would make all such appointThe President now appears smart management won't cure. Tehire
January.
hang a picture, do this: cut ments, and the Marshals would
The latest Harris poll shows
Me he seems convinced that from brown paper a pdttern be career
civil service emSen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine,
most people agree with him.
exactly Abe size of the picture ployes. The department said
the frontrunning Democrat,
So the White House now is ind fasten it to the wall with a the
move would take the jobs
favored in April by a whopping
attempting to focus attention on bit of masking tape. You can
out of the political patronage
cent
over
pattern's
cent
to
39
per
47 per
the package of reforms It has keep changing the
system.
President Nixon With George
sent to the Democratic-con- position until you. hit on the
Wallace of Alabama receiving
trolled congress—revenue shar- perfect spot, then hang the
11 per cent and 3 per cent
ing for helping financially picture there.
* **
undecided.
troubled cities and states, a
Even without Wallace in the
reorganization of the federal
hinlesi play table for tiny
race Nixon fared little better,
bureaucracy to make it more tots froalias:disnarded and
picking up 5 points to 44 per
efficient, and a family assis- table. Cut the legs down to
cent. Muskie picked up three
tance program that attempts to size and tie on a cover of
points to 50 per cent and 6 per
straighten out the welfare washable, bright plastic.
cent were undecided.
mess.
* 5*
Tents Go UP
It is here, in the area of
If yellowjackets threaten to
There is nothing like panic
domestic reform, that the put a sting in yard fun at your
spreading through the White
gnixon administration apparent house, keep a pan of soap og
.
ly feels its future lies.
House.- but there is a v'
detorgent,auds in the yard. ThO
realization that some deeply
yellowjackets are attracted te
Ingrained trends must now be
the suds and fall into tie
reversed if Nixon is to win a
water,says a suggestion in "It.,
second term in office.
a Wonderful World" calendar
As a consequence the Pres* **
Renault was the best-selling
ident can be expected to pay
Put
adhesive
tape on OH X Alio
foreign car in England during
greater attention to the middle
soles of new shoes to preioit
February.
Sales
of
Renaults
American constituency that
falls when walking in slipp,r% INCOME TAX evasion trial
totaled 3,728, compared with
won him the election in 1968.
shoes on a highly polisle.i is set for June 7-1or retired
2,954 for Volkswagen and 2,401
Almost as if to dramatize this
surface.
Maj. Gen. Carl C. Turner
for Fiat.
redefined sense of priorities,
(above), once the U.S.
Foreign cars took 17 per cent
brightly colored tents housing a
Army's chief law enforceof the market compared with
day-long salute to the nation's
ment officer and later the
more than 40 per .cent for
farmers began springing up on
chief U.S. _marshal.. This
British Leyland, 21 per cent for
the south lawn of the White
comes on heels of his threeFord, and just over 10 per cent
House while remnants of the
year prison sentence on a
for Chrysler and Vauxhall.
entiwar protesters who massed
plea of guilty to obtaining
scow vs BOGGS
1.16 riot - confiscated guns
by the thousands in Washington
COPENHAGEN (UP1)—Frafrom the Chicago Police
last week still were in town.
WOOD STANDIN—A tech- ser Scott of Washington will
Department as a gift to the
' Although the Vietnam War nician demonstrates t h e meet Denmark's Tom
federal government, then
Bogs in a
and its constant drain on the unsplittingness a n d un- 10-round
converting them to his own
middleweight fight on
nation's resources and energy crackingness—even though May 27 here, it was
use—sale. Turner, 58,_ is a
announced
are the source of many of riddled with nails — of a Wednesday.
native of Altus, Okla.
President Nixon's problems, he synthetic "wood" made
IS said to be convinced that his with a Goodyear chloride
policy of reducing the American compound. Handy for doinvolvement will have substan- it - yourselfers, they say.

Latest Polls Show Nixon
Is Slipping In Popularity

*

Renault outsells
all foreign rivals

GET
ATTENTION

LITTLETON'S

FIVE SCORE AND FIVE—Retired Adm. Richard Jackson, the U.S. Navy's okleit
living admiral, who was 105 on May 10, displays the cocked uniform hat he used
to wear He is in retirement in San Diego, Calif

qappg_ Maw -roitE,
MAY DAY SALE
Main Floor and Balcony
41.•

Jr. & Missy -

RAINCOATS

BRAS

DRESSES
1/3 off

$2"

Jr. & Missy

SUITS- PANT SUITS COATS
1/3 Of

SPORTSWEAR
1/3 Off
L.

NAME BRANDS

LINGERIE
1/3 Off

PANTY GIRDLES
1/3

Off

Slips Half Slips
.J

SHOE SALE!

* FIELDCREST *
SPRING LINEN SALE

One Group At

TOWELS and SHEETS

$500

20% & 30% Off

One Group At
$900

.11

ENDS
&
ODDS
CLOSE OUT CORNER

One Group At
$997

1
/
2 Price

One Group At

'1497

•

41,

4

JOHN O. CITIZEN WRITES -Luther J. Mitchell, assistant
sergeant-lt-arms of tin; Ohio House of Repres'entatives
in Columbus. sorts the- heavy volume of pro and' ton
reicasv of the st4te budget. Nlost of the letters sUppart"
the odue,ition .part of the record ss.r billion budget.

and

/
2 Price
Less 1

9:00-5:30
Mon. - Sat.

"The Happy Yellow Store"

,

AAA%

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Nat_ qVitrit
LT

AituttAtuj,
El

r2,'MARI
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AWAATA'DS
Few

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

7-

COOKING CORNER

BEATITIFLTI: THREE bedroom
brick, 2kb miles from Murray.
WASHINGTON - Family room with fire-place,
Fr uck registrations totaled
kitchen, two baths, patio
16,959,182 in 1969. An ad- built-in
heat. Many
ditional 911,825 trucks were and garage, radiant
this lovely
to
features
special
owned by federal, state, and
Phone
reasonable.
Very
home.
local governments, exclud
M14C
753-6624.
ing the military.

Truck Registration Up

Italian pizza described
in the poetry of Virgil

•
Romano cheese
2taps. Italian seasoning
(Note) Spoon flour into dry
; The Italians may feel
not
about the piZZa, but measuring cup; level. Do
;history indicates that its on- scoop.
:history
Note: If self-rising flour is
:gin goes way back to the time of
omit salt.
used,
:Augustan Rome. It 'was
Stir together two cups flour
:described by Virgil as a halfwater
baked disc of dough sprinkled and yeast. Heat milk, heat
sugar,oil and salt over low
with herbs.
warm, stirring to
During the Middle Ages, only until
ingredients to
liquid
Add
blend.
;When the Popes ruled from
and beat
;Avignon, the pastry was flour-yeast mixture
about two
;adopted by the French, who until smooth,
medium speed of
'added onions and anchovies to minutes on
or 300 strokes by
mixer
electric
specialty
Provence
the
create
cup flour and
one
Add
hand.
known as pissaladiere.
on medium
minute
one
beat,
The pizza so popular in
150 strokes by hand.
this country probably ori- spiai or
flour to make a
•ginated in Naples and Sicily. Stir in more
dough.
The Neapolitans like their pizza anoderately stiff
floured
lightly
onto
Turn
The:>crust.
with a wafer-thin
smooth
until
knead
and
surface
Sicilians prefer a crust one to
and satiny, 10 to 12 minutes.
two inches thick.
place in
Two versions of pizza follow. Shape into ball andturning to
The first calls for canned pizza lightly greased bowl, and let
Cover
sauce which is topped with grease all sides.
(80 to 85
place
warm
in
rise
pepperoni,
tomato sauce,
about
doubled,
until
degrees)
mushrooms, onion, green
4 hours. Punch down. Divide
/
pepper and mozzarella and 11
dough into four equal parts.
Romano cheese.
in freezer
The other recipe is for Wrap two -parts
Roll or
freeze.
and
seal
paper,
quiche
to
similar
pissaladiere,
to fit
part
remaining
each
pat
a
but without the eggs. It has
Spread half
topping of onions, anchovies 13-inch pizza pan.
each pizza.
and black olives. Pissalacliere of pizza sauce over
half of the
may be served, for an hors Top each pizza with
onion,
d'oeuvre, light lunch or supper. pepperoni, mushrooms,
green pepper and cheeses.
Italian
with
Sprinkle
PISSALADIERE
seasoning. Bake in preheated
4 cups unsifted flour
/
2W 21
425-degree oven 15 to 18
4 cup warm water
1
/
minutes, or until done.
i 105 to 115 degrees1
yeast
dry
active
package
I
1 egg
at room temperature)
1 tbsp. peanut oil
2 tsps. sugar
34 tsp. salt
4 cups thinly sliced onions
1 can 1-pound)
tomatoes
I can i
tomato paste
1 small clove garlic,
minced
'08 tsp. oregano leaves,
crushed
4 cup grated
1
/
Parmesan cheese
I can I 2-oz.) flat
anchovies, drained
• 1.4 cup sliced pitted
ripe olives
Measure 1 44 cups flour into
large mixing bowl; set aside.
In blender container, combine warm water, undissolved
OBJECTION SUSTAINED active dry yeast and 41 cup
The fifth judge to be disflour. Cover; blend on high for
qualified in the months30 seconds. Stop. Add egg, 1
old Angela Davis trial in
tablespoon oil, sugar and salt.
San Rafael, Calif., was
Blend on high 30 seconds
Alan A. Lindsay (above)
longer, or until smooth...Pout
' ousted by the peremptory
mixture over flour in mixing
challenge o f codefendant
bowl and mix thorbuOly. If
Ruchell Magee.
necessary, add enough flour to
make a soft dough. Cover; let
rise in warm place, free from
draft, until doubled in bulk,
about one hour
Stir down and spread into a
greased 12-inch pizza pan.
forming a standing run of
dough around edge Place nineinch pie plate on dough Bake in
moderate oven 350 degrees) 15
minutes.
•
Meanwhile, saute °moms in
one-third cup oil until golden
but not 5rowned
Drain
tomatoes, reserving
cup
liquid, and chop Combine
tomatoes, reserved liquid,
tomato paste, garlic and
oregano.
Remove pie plate from crust.
Spread tomato mixture over
crust. Sprinkle with Parmesan
cheese. Top with onions
Decorate -top with anchovies
and olives Bake 30 minutes
longer, or until done Cut into
slices and serve Makes one 12.
inch pizza
PIZZA
2 Pizzas Pius
2 Frozen Pizza Doughs
5'2 to 612 cups
enriched flour (Note
2 packages dry yeast
1 cup milk
1 cup water
DELAY POSSIBLE 1...iitmett
.rd N1..] inei

1 tbsp. sugar
L4 cup olive oil

I tsp. salt
I can ( 8-oz.) pizza sauce
4 pound pepperoni,
1
/
sliced
)sliced
I can
mushrooms,drained
I medium onion.
.thinly sliced
1 green pepper,diced
P2 cups shredded •

cfieese .

BEAUTIFUL LARGE
FRAME

44 cup grated

By SUSAN DELIGHT
Copley News Service
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Cottage, located near
Murray on Snipe Creek,
Ky. Lake, across Bay from
Paradise Resort. Partially
furnished.Floyd Griffin, Mayfield,
Ky. Phone 247-4538 or 4365606.

1901 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition, recently overhauled.
M14C
Phone 753-9746. '
1964 THUNDERBIRD,power and
air, Mag wheels, new tires. Like
new inside and out. See at ClifM13C
ford's Gulf,Five Points.
1964 PONTIAC Catalina convertible, black. V8 engine; power
steering and brakes, good tires,
automatic transmission. Phone
Joe Forsee, 753-4970 or Earl
Forsee,753-2532 or 753-3953. M13C
1965!CARMAN Ghia Volkswagen
convertible. Excellent condition.
M13C
Phone 489-2189.
1966 CHEVROLET Nova two
door hardtop. 6 cylinder
automatic. Phone 436.2323. M13C

FOR SALE

SALE

FOR SALE

NURSERY STOCK

READY FOR MOON ROLE - This is a close look at a
wheel of the Lunar Rover Vehicle; which the Apollo 15
astronauts are taking to the Moon as of July 26. The
wheel is of woven, zinc-coated piano wire. Hub is spun
aluminum, and bump stop is titanium, as are chevronshaped treads riveted to the wire mesh. Each wheel
weighs 12 Earth pounds, but only two Moon pounds.

WANTED TO BUY

* 10
* 20!
*4N

HOLLY TREES ",/ PIN OAK
DWARF APPLE and PEACH
Hollies - Red Barberries - Nandinas Pyracantha - Mahonia - Japonica and Others.

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
Street

401 Maple St.
53-3642
i
WANT TO BUY; used bicycle, 24,
or 26 inch. Prefer girls, but;
doesn't matter. Phone 7674746.
MI3C "EARN AT HOME addressing
envelopes. Rush stamped selfWANT TO BUY; logs and addressed envelope to J.M.P., 508
standing timber. Also have for East Main Street, Mt. Orab, Ohio
BY OWNER; two bedroom sale lumber and sawdust.
M13C
45154.
house; living room with fire- Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
place, kitchen and dinette Co.Phone 753-4147.
TFC
combination, utility room. Airconditioned. Close to University. WANT TO BUY two used hog
Phone 753-3221 after 5:00 p.m.'
M15C
feeders. Phone 7?3-6862.
M13C

Let's Send A

TRUE
REPRESENTATIVE

REPRESENTATIVE
and have our
voices heard!

AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R.C. Evans,
June 5P
Route 3, Murray.

KISMET IN CAIRO-Secretary of State William P. Fipgei
peace-effort conferences in Cairo produced this scenk•
of tgyptian Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad cesturii4;
across a point to him.

BY OWNER; Three bedroom
house with carport. One year old.
Storm windows and doors,
Answer to Ye•.terday's Porr14
electric heat. Lot size 80x180 Ft.
BMW 10113gal Mel Exceptionally nice house for
3alm13 1312103 al CIRO
young family or older couple.
013 laGIBE Del N
13E1 ElEMIG Cr> P S Priced at only $15,700.00. Phone
11313U21 011100
733-3903.
M14C
0e
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Vehicle
4 Teeth
9 Part of fate
12 Poem
13 Place for
combat
14 Period of time
is Unit Of
Bulgarian
Professional
cureny16
tennrs
champion •
17 Indian
memorial
post
18 Lubricate
20 Fragrant

3 One who
advocates
radical
change
walk
Shaded
4
5 Angki-S"G"
6 Prying devices
7 Give "theme
unction to
8 Unusual
9 Carpal/Jr of
dictionary
10 Man's name
11 Stroke
sts
Exi,,
19 ha
21 Horse's nec k
bol for
Siya,
22 s

T E

111230 1111113131
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5: Wo.ght of

38

ATTENTION SPORTSMEN
BILBREY'S Has
Reg.
Crs.e950ut at
PUTTERS - 9.99
FOR THE PLINKER ... Reduced Prices on all
.22 caliber Hand Guns-Colt, Hi-Standard, Huger
210 Main
753-5617

BILBREY'S

and
Many Sale Item!

16 FT. GLASPAR Cited
with 75 H.P. Evinrude mo
gas tanks, electric air ha
extinguisher. All for 1
Phone 474-2257.

MEN'S WHITE sport coal
never been worn. Also e
2 dresses, $1.00 1
/
size 161
Phone 753-4931 for appoint
see.

FOR SALE

GOLF SETS

Has a new shipment
Sunsuits, Toddler Dre
Hot Pants

534"

GOLF CLUBS; Wilson
Irons, 2 thru wedge and :
Woods. Phone 753-5885 af

GISTERED SHOR'
*IL Phone 753-1837.

871 MOBILE HOME 12
let. Three bedrooms, 14
let and good outside gar
be included with mobil(
2 miles from 1
1
About 2/
one 753-1222. k

t

The Colonials

SAI

G8t1

,

1

52 Beef
.`di
•:;'.• N''.
annmio
53 fern4te sheep '
.4
4.441
'
4 ..'
a":.4i
rM
be
rs'
5 C
'554
St
rnmpowirl
66 ommontst

THE YOUTH SHOI
504 Main.

AM-Note or sral4
42 Urn
43 German • 'to32
or7
Att,
5 W
44

44.13

34

RESTAURANT, COMPL
'quipped. Excellent 1c
%lust sell due to other it
Good business, very rea
Phone 436-2257.

L'-

ili in
47 C;
tkist
is
4 °‘""s
22
2
23 Piece set in
••0
:i:
r
34
25 Performs
24 Girl's name
7 Goa
35
3
28 African
h
r141
Be
49
Pronm.n
tab
26 Pay the
antelope
50 Marry
27 Compass Point 39 Depress" r's
29 Abstract
,,i.s..77
being
10 11
7
5 6
:.:.: 4
30 Breathe loudly
4.4
In sleep
14
..„..;
1
ee.0.1 )(
Strict
31 ,.n
33 Long. wearying
5
....
......
34 Legatees
71
35 Sunburn
:;::•: .
..
.....154
36 Uncooked
.•..., 25
38 Short pocket
2 21
39 Obstruct
..':'...!"
40 Partner
-;';':4 70
28
--..:'. 29
41 At no time
...••
-4
43 Part of body
r
era
vie
l4nintkofell
46 cree
44
In what

1

4ENTLE RIDING
*glittered Quarter man
Illy, country pleasure
Good used tires, truck a
Phone 753-1346

N.r
5 1 GN

Will

29 Bdter yet,h
30 Transpress
Sea eagie
33 Everybody's

111711‘711,1
PROUD
117.14.1./

- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
FOR SALE

GENTLE, be kind,
*pensive carpet,dean w
Iiictre. Rent'electric sha
$1. Big K.

Paid Political
Advertisement

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

WANT TO BUY moderate price
TWO BEDROOM brick with 11
4 house with garden space within
/
4 miles from city three miles of Murray. Phone 7531
acres land. 2/
limits on Concord Highway. 4911.
Ml3P
Paneled kitchen and den.'
Electric
heat
and
air- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
conditioning. City water. Phone
753-5447 after 5:00.
,M13P TWO ACRES of land on paved
road, one mile off 641 North, near
THREE BEDROOM kick; 3 Flint Church. Phone 753M14C
years old; carpeted thtoughout, 1947.
patio, storm doors and windows
plus screens, ideal for couple or BEAUTIFUL LAKE front lots.
small family. Shown by ap- Good road to water's edge with
pointment only. Located at 1625 dock. Must be seen to be apCatalina Drive.753-3263.
M31C preciated. Phone 436-5471. M13C

THE SHERI

GISTERED ANGUS.
to fourteen mont
436-5618.

Rai Roberts

THREE BEDROOM brick.
Dinette-kitchen combination.
Air-conditioned, new dish
washer, large back porch, two
car garage. On private lot. Phone
M17P
753-5676.

Shop ou
Paints, Wallpaper
Mirror's, Unfinisho
Custom
and Of

C ST. BERNARD pup
ayed show stud, Cha
Our'sSon,$125-up Melo
area 901,247-3345

- VOTE

Hughes Paint
Store

This applies b
and All Mercham

Southside Shopp
* SALE 1

of all the people
to Frankfort .. .

CON1965
MUSTANG
VERTIBLE. Consider older car
or boat in trade. Price $625.00
M15C
Phone 436-5570.
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu SS.
Red, 327-4 barrel, 4 speed. Extra
nice. Phone 436-2456 after 3:30
M15C
p.m.

*1(

BALD CYPRESS
WHITE PINE

WATERFRONT YEAR round
500 No. 4th
home at Panorama Shores. Barn
style,two floors, three bedrooms,
two baths, family room, utility,
NOTICE
two fire-places, sundeck, 1965 FORD pick-up V8. Custom
boat.
SK
Also
shift.
straight
cab.
By
$29,500.00.
cathedral ceiling.
SALES & Serowner. 436-2170 after 6 p.m. M 14P 325 H.P. Buick motor. 753-6626 ELECTROLUX
M13P vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C. M.
after 6:00p.m.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarM17C
BY OWNER; three bedroom 1969 BUICK ELECTRA con- mington,Kentucky.
brick house, fully carpeted, air- vertible. Power steering, brakes,
conditioned, all built-in kitchen. windows and seats. Low mileage.
Landscaped. Also other special
Phone 436-5862 or 762-6196. M18C TWO PARTY garage sale.
attractions. Phone 753-7137. M15C
Everything cheap. Swing set,
slide, toys, ladies, men's and
6
FAIRLANE,
1969 FORD
NEW FOUR bedroom tri-level, in cylinder straight shift, four door, girls clothing,(summer and fall),
city school district. Family room power steering. 13,000 actual bicycle, household goods, books
with fireplace, G.E. Appliances, miles. Phone 753-3999.
11,113P filing cabinet, desk combination,
miscellaneous items. Come and
dining room carpet, central heat
and air. Two car garage. Priced 1961 CHEVROLET pick-up, 6 browse, Saturday, May 15, 8:00
for immediate sale. Phone 753- cylinder 3 speed. Phone 753-9974 till 5:00. 1702 Audubon Drive
M14C
M13C after 5:06p.m.
3903.
M15C (Keenland Subdivision)
,
THREE BEDROOM house on
South 6th Street. Large living and
dining area with carpet and
drapes, 2 full baths, 102 basement,
den, five closets including linen
closet. Three air conditioners,
garage, gas heat, shady lot with
garden plot in back yard. Shown
by appointment only. Phone 753M 15C
1389 or 753-3465.
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get the job done
•

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

* 10-20-4 *
* 10 DAYS ONLY
* 20% OFF
* 4 MONTHS TO PAY
This applies to All Merchandise in stock
and All Merchandise ordered during this event!

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

TRADITIONAL LIVING room
suite Korehler. Has never been
used. Sell for half price. Phone
M14C
753-7573.

ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
standard brands, as low as $2.47
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 milea
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom 164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sun12:44 mobile home, perfect for days until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
M31C
newlyweds or couple with one take a look.
child. Excellent condition. Lots of
extras. New furniture and all 15 FT FIBERGLAS boat, 25 H.P.
electric. Phone 753-8844 after 6:00 Evinrude motor. Student mid
lit4C
M12INC sell. Phone 436-5551.
p.m.

Shop our complete selection:
Paints, Wallpapers, carpets, Vinyls, Linoleums,
Mirror's, Unfinished Furniture, Picture Frames,
Custom DlVeries and Painting
and Decorating Accessories.

04/1110.04.111.0.11•10,0111111100411.111.0411M.0iN11111.041=MI.0 411110.0.01111011

SERVICES OFFERED

MUSIC LESSONS STARTING
IMMEDIATELY!
Mandolin - Classic Guitar - Country
fiddle - Banjo
PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENTS ONLY
Call ...

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER

APPLIANCE SALE

Phone 753-3682

E SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
Southside Shopping Center Phone 753-3321
* SALE ENDS MAY 22nd *

• Used 25' Deep Freeze, Deluxe model,
like new.
• One 23" GE Console TV.
• One 23" TV on Stand, very clean,
good condition.
• One Large GE Refrigerator-Freezer.
Automatic defrost, clean and sharp.
• Two GE Automatic Washers, clean and
in perfect condition.
• One Sears Deluxe Automatic Dryer,
3 years old, used 7 months, perfect.

1

I
i
i$

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work .guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,7533045.
JunelOC

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
June7
FURNISHED EFFICIENC
apartment, avilable June 1
Private entrance and bat
Carpet and air. Two blocks fro
University. Couple preferre
MI
Phone 753-2672.

FOR RENT

Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
college girls.
SUMMER

AND

Prefer Volkswagen
experience, but not
necessary. Good pay,
good working
conditions. Many
fringe benefits. Apply
in person, no phone
calls please.

Midway
Volkswagen

NICE FURNISHED

PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
rebuilt, refinished, restyled,
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer
Piano Sales and Service. Cuba
Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 3288522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to
June 14C
4:00 Saturday.

Experienced
MECHANICS

Mineral Wells Ave.
Paris Tenn.

FALL

WANTED: TWO sewing machine
operators, $1.60 an hour.
Minimum of 3 months experience, living in Murray area.
Contact State Employment Office representative at Community Building, 630 Ellis Drive,
Murray on Friday, May 14, at
9:00 a.m. or 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247M13C
3857.

SEMESTER.
Also furnished apartments
for college boys.
Nice private rooms with
kitchen privileges for
college girls.

SCHNAUZER s
AKC ST. BERNARD puppies, by MINIATURE
F1JLCHER'S TERMITE Control.
9,-rayed show stud, Cham Yogi puppies, male, good pedigree.
Free inspection. Call collect
WILL DO baby sitting in my
M17NC o
L'Our's Son,$125-up Melody Ayre Phone 753-9371.
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247M17C
home. Phone 436-5847.
Kennels area 901, 247-3345. Ml4P
6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247PHONE 753-5865 days or
4783.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
M18C HORNBUCKLE,'S
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
BARBER
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls. in Kentucky. No increase in
on Sundays.
Shop, open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
old.
months
fourteen
Nine to
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Friday.
through
C CARPETS CLEANED in
your Tuesday
YOUNG MAN for part time
M13C Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
Telephone 436-5618.
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed
home
New,
safe,
professional
NICE THREE bedroom brick kitchen work through spring and
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
75c.
haircut,
Boy's
Monday.
methods. Low rates. Free
home in Plainview Acres. Phone summer, must be neat, depenBE GENTLE, be kind, to that 117 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
estimates. Mayfield Carpet Men's haircut, $1 00. 111rn- 753-7903 after 5:00p.m.
maxi
TFC dable and free to work week ends.
expensive carpet, clean with Blue p.m.
Spruce
213
buckle's Barber Shop,
Cleaners. Call collect 247Experience preferred but will
210
•
E.
Ky.
Murray,
shampooer
Main
electric
Lustre. Rent
'TFNC
M29P Street. Phone 753-7742.
train person willing to learn. No
0411M01=11.0.111M10.u0.1•11110.0411M.04•1110.0411111 2456
M15C
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
81. Big K.
TWO LOTS in Murray Memorial
for summer and fall. Air- phone calls. Apply Colonial
Gardens in the devotional sec- TWO PIECE brown living room
M17C
conditioned. Washers and dryers House Smorgasbord.
GENTLE RIDING horses, tion. If interested phone 437suite, cheap. Phone 489available. Zimmerman Apartmet our De a
registered Quarter mare, small 4600.
M14C
IF YOU are economically
M15C
2172.
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
filly, country pleasure horse.
Seed Corn
disturbed and would like to break
M15C
753-6609.
Good used tires, truck and car. NEW LOAD of registered and
• Atrizen • Lorox
into the Life Insurance field in
mare,
spotted
old
YEAR
THREE
M14C grade horses from Texas, 22 thin
Phone 753-1348.
•
Lasso
this
area, a nationally known
Phone
bridle.
and
blanket
saddle,
PRIVATE APARTMENT for
• Hood Soybeans
graded horses, $100.00 and up.
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME SERVICING
company offers an opportunity
MlbC
Phone
boys,
fall.
or
summer
for
RESTAURANT, COMPLETELY Ten registered_ mares in foal, 753-4657 after 4:00 p.m.
• Dare Soybeant..
for you. Our plan includes
M15C
753-6546.
Specializing in ...
equipped. Excellent location. $2150.00 and up. Ten Quarter horse
• Wayne Soybeans
commission plus advances,
Must sell due to other interests. colts, one fancy yearling Apbonuses, hospitalization inFarmers
Grain
&
PRICE MOBILE
LARGE HOUSE, 1.'2 block from
• Central Heat
Good business, very reasonable. paloosa Stud colt, 15 Quarter
surance, pension retirement.
.Seed
Co.
heat,
Electric
aircampus.
CENTER
HOME
M14P horse mares and geldings. Three
Phone 436-2257.
Sales background would be
• Air Conditioning
Quality Field Seed &
conditioned, fenced back yard.
years to pay. New and used
helpful, although it is not
ci
s2,995n
he
Huns
No pets. $135.00. Phone 753Service R ilro d Ave.
• Awnings
equipment Circle B Horse
essential. Write, giving full facts
1203.
M15C
as
Low
$195°
Down
about yourself to: P.O. Box 668,
THE YOUTH SHOP 1 Ranch, Alternate Hwy. ell, Paris, Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-36441
Underpenning
•
Tennessee. Phone 642-6499. M14C
M18P
Sikeston, Mo.63801.
PENTA TREATED lumber.
TWO
ONE,
bedroom
Airtrailer.
Murray, Ky. Next to
504 Main.
• Electrical Wiring and Hookups conditioned, $50.00 per month.
Resistant to rot and termites.
SALESMAN FOR local lumber
Holiday Inn
Ideal for boat docks and any
after 5 p.m.
One, one bedroom trailer, $40.00 and building materials firm. For
Phone 753-9290
Has a new shipment of;
weather
exposed uses. Murray
Ask about our rental
Planning A
per month. Phone 489-2595. M14C interview, write to P.O. Box 46,
Sunsuits, Toddler Dresses,
Lumber Co., Maple Street.
plan,
to
up
10
MIK
yr.
Murray, Kentucky.
Hot Pants
Summer
Murray, Ky.
1TC
WILL DRAW house plans to suit MOBILE HOME Transporters. TWO BEDROOM house, one mile
Wedding?
CAN YOU Qualify? I'm looking
individual Reasonable. Phone Local and Nationwide. Insured, North of Hazel on Highway 641.
for women who are interested in
Water furnished. Phone 492THREE
Transit
FORMALS;
pink
reliable.
crepe
safe,
bonded,
and
M14C
33-3903
Visit
JENNY LIND twin beds, mat- size 3. Pink dotted crepe
M15C earning $200.00 or more a month
Homes. New Concord. Phone 436- 8533.
on a part time basis. For inNesbitt's Fabric Shop! tress and box springs. Like new. turquoise cotton, size 9. Two twin
Many Sale Items
M15C
2197 or 436-5515.
Also three piece bedroom suite. size bed
Silk organza in plain or
springs, frame corn- 1 WILL BABY-SIT with small child
SUMMER
SESSION', two terview appointment call 753-8970
Call Lee Redden, 435-4525 before bined. Phone 753-2508.
embroidery; Bridal Satin,
1TF in your home, Monday through STUD SERVICE; small white bedroom 10x50 housetrailer on between 2:00 and 5:00p.m. M13C
4:00p.m.
MI3C
[ Friday, beginning May 31. Phone Toy Poodle. Phone 753-6546. M15C private lot. Air-conditioned.
Peau de seau, lace and lace
16 FT. GLASPAR Citation boat
LADIES, THREE openings, full
M14C
with 75 H.P. Evinrude motor, two , trim.
Three blocks from University. or part time. Excellent earning
Pm.
3°
4.
after
753-4°75
and.
AVOCADO
washer
T.V.
GREEN
MAGNAVOX
COLOR
your
to
fire
made
horns,
veils
air
Bridal
gas tanks, electric
WILL PROVIDE stud service for Children welcomed. Phone 753opportunities. For appointment
Assume payments of $18.20 per dryer, used 4 months. $90.00 ofd
whimsey
specifications,
extinguisher. All for $1050.00.
registered German Shepherd, 7833.
M13C
M17C
call 753-1711.
antique
original
price.
Also
month
at
Center,
Leach's Music
M13C
veils for Mothers.
Phone 474-2257.
from excellent stock. Phone 435M15C
Dixieland Shopping Center. M13C trunk. Phone 753-7906.
Blue garter for the Bride &
Ml5P
+am.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, 1714 WANTED: AR'FIST to paste up
even Garters for the
MEN'S WHITE sport coat, size 44
for Beginners
stove, mechanicals and do layouts for
Ext., with
Wells
formal,
YELLOW
condition,
USED
EMPIRE
Let
style
good
owners:
DRYER,
HOME
ATTENTION
Groom.
never been worn. Also women's
graphic publications. Formal
conditioner.
air
Tuesday
refrigerator,
give
13.
size
Worn once. Will
Evenings
Reasonably priced. Dunn's TV.
us completely cover your home
size 16k(2 dresses. $1.00 to $4.00.
$50.00 deposit. $115.00 training desirable. For aponly
Couple
753Phone
buyer
NESBITT
matching
&
12th
shoes.
Appliance,
118
South
tight
weather
Reynolds
with
to
appointment
7:00-9:30
Phone 753-4931 for
pointment call Murray State
M15C
Street. Phone 753-3037.
MI •7906.
aluminum siding. Also we do month or $100.00 month if paid six
M13C
see.
Fabric Shop
Fine 15-August 3
University Personnel Services.
753Phone
advance.
in
months
soffitt and overhangs on brick.
Enrollment limited
M24P 762-4126. Please bring work
4 Miles
Storm windows & door, shutters 3696 or 313-842-2612.
GOLF CLUBS; Wilson Staff.
M15C
samples.
to
20
estimates.
Free
of
carports.
and
sets
3
and
Irons, 2 thru wedge
South of Murray
SerCall Garland's Aluminum
Dr. lames T. Hayes
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 142 CLEANING HELP for motel in
*Dods. Phone 753-5885 after 7:00
Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or baths, air-conditioned. Near Aurora. Phone 474-2288, for apon Hazel Highway.
MlfC
P.rn •
53-2503 after 6:00p. vice,
Junel8C college. Available now. Phone pointment.
Sedalia 328-8398.
M15C
M14C
753-3895 or 753-3482.
REGISTERED SHORT horn 15 FT
FOR RENT
MAN OR WOMAN to supply
DUROGLAS Runabout
M14C
FOR SALE OR RENT
bull. Phone 753-1837.
families with Rawleigh Products.
with 35 H.P. Johnson outboard.
bedroom
TWO
UNFURNISHED
TO COUPLE or with one child;
Can earn $5 and up an hour. Part
Windshield and suntop. Phone
THREE BEDROOM Brick, 142
private duplex, 2 bedroom house. Adults only. No pets.
1971 MOBILE HOME 12x70 and 753-8488.
or full time. Write giving phone
M13C
carport.
room,
utility
baths,
753Phone
month.
LARGE ASSORTMENT
per
$90.00
hardpaneled,
apartment, all
lot. Three bedrooms, 1b2 baths,
no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Available June 1st. 1403 Cardinal
Ml4P
3779.
wood floors, washer and dryer
lot and good outside garage can SEARS GAS dryer and Easy
Freeport, Ill., or call 815-232M13C
Drive,
753-5051.
Phone
OF
connections, air-conditioned.
be included with mobile home. washer, like new. Will sacrifice.
11'C
married couple and 4161.
a
are
YOU
IF
489Phone
15.
May
About 242 miles from Murray. 6x9 wool carpet, wheat color.
TRAILER FOR SALE or Rent. Available
BEDDING PLANTS
like to have a real nice
would
MI5C
MEN OR WOMEN full time or
M13C Phone 753-8401.
Phone 753-1222.
Ck
Two bedroom, 10x55. Phone 753- 2595.
M13C
quiet place to live, you should see
part time. Do you need money?
M13C
2583 or 753-7853
cottage.
furnished
room
3
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished this
Don't borrow it. Write the
airand
heat
LOST di FOUND
duplex apartment. Central heat Electric
Agency. Let The tell you
Walking distance Nutrilite
LOST; IN Coldwater vicinity, and air. Stove furnished, carpet. conditioned.
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
Available
500 No 4th Street
University.
the
from
or
Couple
male dog, mountain cur, brown Available July First.
Tenn. 38242.
fall. Phone 753- P0. Box 87, Paris,
and white spotted. Call Hubert couple with one child. Phone 753- both summer and
M2OP
number.
phone
Give
M14C
M31 p 1589.
MI3C 8067.
Bazzell, 489-2639.

•

BILBREY'S

I

W1SEHART'S MOBILE
HOME SERVICE

Astrology Class

TOMATO and PEPPER

PLANTS

SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES

SAVE NOW!
at

G&H MOBILE
HOMES
* SPECIAL *
12x65 3 BEDROOM
2 BATH
/
11
Only

54,500"

Highway 94: 1 Mile East of Murray
Phone 75176614_

GE REFRIGERATOR, apartment size. Good condition. $35.00.
9:12 brown oval braided rug.
$30.00. See at 1010 Doran
M 15C
Road.

ELECTRIC
STOVE
an
refrigerator. Also dinette se'
Reasonable. Phone 7539827.
MIS(

THE FIVEST stereo equipment
Going overseas, will sell all or
part. SanSui 100 AM, FM
Multiplex Amplifier, 55 watts per
channel, $100.00. Sony 500 Tape
recorder, $150.00 Two Pioneer 40
Watt Speakers, $50.00 each
Garrard
Type A Recorder
EARLY AMERICAN sofa, wheat
color with Scotch Guard cover. changer with Diamond stylus,
M15C
Used one year, excellent con- 845.00. Phone 753-8602.
dition. Phone 753-6924.
M 15C
TWO SNOW Tires, 775 x 14,
ADMIRAL
TELEVISION*. mounted on Chevrolet wheels
cabinet model with 20 inch tube. $18.00 pair. Phone 753-8802. MI5('

I SHOULD KNOW BETTER
THAN TO TRV TO DICTATE
A LOVE LETTER
L

Ii

EVERY make electric carpet
shampooer does a better job with
famous Blue Lustre. Western
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
M 15C
Well."

Good condition, $25.00. Phone 7538421 after 5:30 p.m
M15P NEW GOLD drapes, lined, 82
inches long. Deep hems, four
G.E. VACUUM cleaner, two sections,,,27 feet total. Brass
lamp. _ folding
years old, good condition. Also hanging
inch tvripsetee
gentle -mare vritilr-saedie.- Phone del.hesline.; •
MISC
drapes. Phone 753-1245.

Nancy
I KNOW
A VERY
GOOD
FOOT
DOCTOR --

I HURT
MY FOOT
TODAY

YOU'LL LIKE
HIM -- - HE'S
A VERY
NICE MAN --

.auditb.

a

OFFICE

ANga

•
040,t

e.

)
• - AND HE HAS A
WONDERFUL SENSE
OP HUMOR

#
cr. 3

a
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PAVE TWELVE

OVER-

Cone hi and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

99,000

NOW! EASY CREDIT_ _ _ TERMS
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

Uncle Jeff's has the largest
selection of shoes for the whole
famil !

The Lowest Photo
Finishing Prices!

United Press I

UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

'Moral F
Discus

TRACK
SHOES

General Electric
STEAM & DRY
Reg. '12.95

12:30 to 6:30

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
SU DAY 12:30-6:30

CANVAS

IRON

The Prim
Source of?
In Murray
Calloway C

$757

Seen&H,
Arounc
Murra)

PRINTS

COLOR FILM
Prints & Processing
120-620-127-126

Overworked word
generation "solid stal
'

$299

Fellow says it's odd
who can see right U
doesn't notice a mho

The new type of s
demonstrated at the(
meeting can be made
In Murray by city emp
way it works is that 0
the blank aluminum
which the signs are pl
aim buy the green co
gees on the signs and
An oven comes with

COLOR
SLIDES
PROCESSED & MOUNTED

Whist you do is put
covering on the shim
and put it in the oven
in. Then you put on
and bake them on. 'II
becomes a part of 0
wM not peel off. The
reflective which mai
convenient at night wl
lookinj for a street.

„

DEEP
U

FIRE
EXTINGUISHERS
BARBIE
DOU.
TRADE INS
ANY DOLL ANY CONDITION

MILK OF MAGNESIA
12-oz.
Reg. or Mint

VITALIS
Dry control for men's hair.
Spray 4-oz.
Reg. 51.00

54;

Reg. 98'

SECRET

VANQUISH
The extra strength pain, formula
with gentle buffers.

ClOce
Spray Deodorant 1-0z. Family Size

King Size

PRELL
SUNTAN LOTION
or
Dark

TANNING OIL
4 oz.

- Reg. i1.80

With Trade
In Doll

Mouthwash
Gargle
12 oz.

The council took no a
sign making outfit, ju
it.

The council is also
blocking off Payne s
city park from aboul
director's office is
Street. A barricade wl
at both points. The I
there are so many i
especially during
season, that the Ifot
loom through the ci
Payne, present an a
Threat to life and
keeping the hot rock
means of a barricad
will have a safe place
ball and play.

•,
'Ron Alexander, ChM]
Parks and Recreation
of the council has pi
Into this Program thar
experienced before. Si
a full time Recreation
Barry Poiston, so d
time program at the I
be in high gear this

Football Pier
Coach To Sp(
Mt. Carmel C

Reg. '1.59

KLIPPIES

SEA & SKI

h Alta

As was pointed out in
signs made up her
about what the signs i;
you ordered them re
The big difference is t
make up a sign when
MOIL Ilat wait for a m

Anti-Perspirant Spray Family Size 5-oz.

LADY ELLEN

No, K559

Super
i

89c
Chloroseptic
99

COAST GUARD APPROVED

PHILIPS

OIL

LIQUID SHAMPOO
Family Size
11 OZ.
Reg. '1.65
96c

Bill Hudson, a
football player, will b
speaker at the sev
Sunday Evening Senn
at the New Mour
Missionary Baptis
located three miles 8(
Concord.
All young people i
are invited to heal
standing Christian la
the 13111718C Boys wh
special numbers,
spokesman said.
Hudson attended (
School at Paris, Ten
years, and Memg
University for four
played for the 5
Chargers for one ye
Buffalo Bills for six
also played in the 191
Championship Game
Hudson was Assisti
Coach at Henry 0
School. Paris. Teru
years. but was n
pointed Head Footbs
Henry County High.
-Thetnber -0t-trre —71
Church. Flirts. Tenn

4

